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The most important results of the FES Youth Study Hungary 2021 research project are 

summarised below. This large-scale project, which employs both qualitative and quanti-

tative research methods, was conducted during the spring and summer of 2021 in seven 

countries (the Visegrád four and Baltic States) simultaneously, with the support of the 

Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung. Our aim was to explore the values, opinions and preferences 

of those in the 15–29 age group, using the same methodology and questions. When 

analysing the results of FES Youth Study Hungary 2021, we specifically sought to take 

advantage of the exceptional opportunities for regional comparability: we analysed the 

Hungarian data in the context of the other Visegrád countries.

•  Among V4 respondents, young Hungarians are least satisfied with their lives yet most 

optimistic about the future. Their fears are predominantly post-material (climate crisis, 

social injustice and corruption), while they are least worried about crime, immigration 

and terrorism.

•  Young Hungarians have, by comparison with the past, become more interested in pol-

itics in recent years, but this interest still lags significantly behind that of their peers in 

Central Europe. Whatever form of participation we examine, our data clearly indicates 

that political participation and intention among Hungarian 15–29-year-olds lags far 

behind that of their peers in the other V4 countries.

•  Fewer Hungarian young people would be disturbed by a Muslim neighbour than by 

a Roma family. Young people are least likely to express hostility towards homosexuals 

and Jews. More young Hungarians are anti-immigration (63 per cent) than are proud 

of their Hungarian citizenship (40 per cent). Only one-third of young people can be  

considered hard-line nativists (exclusionary, pro-assimilationist).

•  Within the V4, the vast majority of young people would like to remain in the EU. 

The difference between the political groups is the largest in Hungary: only one in ten 

opposition and undecided voters support HUXIT, whereas among young supporters 

of the government, the same figure is one in five. In the minds of young Hungarians,  

consciousness of Hungarianness and the image of being a European citizen fit together 

well, perhaps even the best of the four nations. It can also be seen from the data that 

global, national and local identities differ significantly in type and magnitude but that 

narrow nationalist thinking by no means expresses the identity of 15–29-year-olds in 

Central Europe.

•  We can observe an extreme polarisation in attitudes towards the functioning of 

democracy in Hungary and the political system. Whereas nearly 60 per cent of young 

Hungarians who support the government say elections are free and fair in Hungary, 

the proportion of opposition supporters who share the same view is only 10 per cent. 

According to one-third of young Hungarians (33 per cent), and over half of opposi-

tion voters, Fidesz can be removed from power only by force. In terms of the public 

availability of reliable information and the system of checks and balances, we likewise 

have a picture of young Hungarians as extremely politically polarised. 

•  In terms of ideological values, there is a great deal of fragmentation among young 

Hungarians. The label with the highest relative rate of acceptance is ‘liberalism’, which 

17 per cent of young Hungarians felt most closely aligned with. The second most 

commonly chosen value label was green/environmentalist, which was chosen by every 

tenth 15–29-year-old.
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•  In comparison with other V4 states, the subjective income perception of young  

Hungarians is the least favourable. Here, the proportion of people living in a par-

ticularly disadvantageous financial situation is the highest, while the proportion of 

those who report living in very good conditions is just one-half or even one-third of 

the rates among young people in the Czech Republic, Poland or Slovakia. In spite of 

this, a relative majority (four-tenths) of young Hungarians say that there are no seri-

ous financial problems in the household in which they live, and most can afford all 

necessities, though they cannot generally afford more expensive purchases such as a 

new car or flat.

•  Young Hungarians are critical of the quality of the education system. Ideological and 

political attitudes inform these views. One result of political polarisation is that oppo-

sition and pro-government young people have very different opinions regarding the 

standard of education.

•  In terms of young people’s attitudes in the V4 countries, including Hungary, there is 

no empirical evidence of rebellion or open opposition to the views of parents or even 

of conflicted coexistence. Some 12 per cent of young Hungarians strongly agree with 

their parents, and a further 29 per cent share broadly the same political views. Young 

Hungarians agree with their parents to the greatest extent among the V4 countries. 

What is more, only a total of 18 per cent said they either somewhat or totally disa-

greed with their parents. Thus, we can speak not only of personal conformism but of 

political conformism as well. 

•  In all V4 countries, young people consider the following three factors most important 

when looking for a job: expertise, level of education and contacts. However, only in 

Hungary are contacts with influential people considered more important than expe-

rience abroad. In almost all V4 countries, more women than men drop out of their 

careers or are over-qualified for the work they do, however, the gender gap is largest 

in Hungary.

•  In Hungary, the effect of political ideology on emigration is huge: three times as many 

opposition supporters (36 per cent) and twice as many undecided voters (24 per cent) 

want to leave the country as do young supporters of the government (12 per cent). It 

is also true in the other V4 countries that opposition supporters and undecided voters 

show a greater willingness to emigrate, however, the differences between the political 

groups are much smaller.
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The FES Youth Study Hungary 2021 came about as part of a large-scale international 

youth research project. The study was conducted during the spring and summer of 2021 

in seven countries (the Visegrád four and Baltic States) simultaneously, with the support of 

the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung. Our aim was to explore the values, opinions and preferences 

of those in the 15–29 age group, using the same methodology and questions. When 

analysing the results of the FES Youth Study Hungary 2021, we specifically sought to 

take advantage of the exceptional opportunities for regional comparability: we analysed 

the Hungarian data in the context of the other Visegrád countries. Our goal was also, 

wherever possible, to interpret the situation in 2021 in light of Hungarian youth research 

results from previous decades.

What makes the Hungarian situation unique is that the political socialisation of the age 

group in question took place largely or entirely under the post-2010 Orbán govern-

ments. The public awareness of the younger 15–29-year-olds developed entirely under 

the regime still in power in 2021, whereas those in the second half of their twenties also 

said that they spent their entire adulthoods under Fidesz governments. In light of this, we 

considered it particularly important to supplement the shared regional questionnaire with 

additional, specifically Hungarian questions about the Orbán regime, in order to learn the 

opinions of young Hungarians concerning the domestic version of democracy.

The data in FES Youth Study Hungary 2021 was collected online, due to the uncertain-

ties surrounding in-person data collection across Europe during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

However, this is not a significant problem, given the remarkably active Internet presence 

of the youngest age groups: according to the National Media and Infocommunications 

Authority, the proportion of internet users among 15–24-year-olds in 2021 is 93.5 per 

cent, whilst among 25–40-year-olds it is 92.4 per cent.1 In addition to the questionnaire 

survey, we sought to further refine the results of our quantitative research with qualita-

tive tools (focus groups and individual in-depth interviews involving the participation of 

disadvantaged young people in crisis regions of Hungary).

All in all, our research not only allows us to drill deep into the thinking of young Hun-

garians (be it regarding education, employment, emigration, starting a family or public 

life), yet it also helps the reader to place Hungarian processes within regional trends, thus 

making it clearer than ever where young Hungarians are unique, and where they share 

commonalities with their regional peers.

Budapest, November 2021 

András Biró-Nagy, Andrea Szabó
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QUANTITATIVe FIeLDWoRK 

The target population for Hungary were all citizens of Hungary aged 15 to 29 who have 

access to the Internet and are able to speak Hungarian. The sample of 1,500 respondents 

was drawn from the Ipsos Online Access Panel. It was quota-sampled according to age, 

gender and region in order to achieve a sample that reflects the target population in 

regard to these characteristics. These central socio-demographics had been pre-defined 

so the respondents could be targeted directly via email.

Data were collected between 10 June and 20 July 2021. The interviews were conducted 

online by Ipsos. The questionnaire was provided by the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung in Eng-

lish and translated into Hungarian by Ipsos. The survey had a final median length of 17 

minutes. 

Although the sample was carefully constructed to match the population strata of age, 

gender and region, some minor discrepancies from the optimal structure nevertheless 

occurred. By weighting, the structure of the unweighted sample was adjusted to the 

official data regarding age, gender and region. 

QUALITATIVe FIeLDWoRK

The qualitative fieldwork consisted of n=10 in-depth interviews and n=3 focus groups. 

For the focus groups, we conducted an age split to best display the relevant life circum-

stances: 

•  14–18 years of age: school education, graduation and first decision-making processes 

regarding choice of future education and profession 

•  19–24 years of age: voting age, first steps to become more independent by moving 

out of the parents’ home

•  25–29 years of age: university graduation, entering the job market and start of family 

planning

 

Throughout the sample we recruited a mix of gender, living situation and education/

working status.

In addition to the capital city Budapest, two more sample points (Miskolc, Pécs and their 

surrounding areas) were included in order to represent different regions of the country, 

as well as poorer districts. 

Fieldwork took place between 12 April and 22 April 2021. All interviews and focus groups 

were conducted online via the platform MS Teams. The average duration of interviews 

was 60 minutes, and the average duration of focus groups was 90 minutes. All partic-

ipants signed a consent form concerning their participation and data protection. Each 

interview and each focus group was recorded and a transcript was produced.
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THe DeMoGRAPHIC SITUATIoN 
IN HUNGARY

Since 1980, thus for more than 40 years, Hungary has 

experienced one of the world’s steepest declines in pop-

ulation. According to the Hungarian Central Statistical 

Office (CSO), whereas in 1980 the country had a popula-

tion of more than 10,700,000, on 1 January 2021 it was 

significantly under 9,730,000.2 This population decline is 

down to the fact that there are fewer annual births than 

deaths. Whereas in the 1980s an average of 130,000 chil-

dren were born each year, by the 2010s, this had dropped 

to barely 90,000.3 These dry statistics – and the social pro-

cesses underlying them – have extremely serious conse-

quences for Hungarian politics, and for Hungarian society 

as a whole.

Among these social consequences, we shall highlight two. 

Firstly, both the proportional size and the relative weight 

of younger age groups within Hungarian society have 

decreased,4 whilst the proportion of those over 60 has 

steadily increased.5 Thus, in political terms, addressing the 

concerns and meeting the needs of the over-60s results in 

more votes and greater electoral benefits than could be 

gained by addressing those of the under-30s. Secondly, 

declining numbers of young people have led to a dimin-

ished pool of skilled workers, and these labour market 

shortages have brought previously unknown demographic 

dilemmas into the wider political discourse, including 

whether family policy should be based on ‘increased rates 

of childbirth’ or on ‘immigration’. The social benefits of 

increasing childbirth rates have become one of the most 

frequently used political tropes on which governments, 

especially the Orbán governments since 2010, have built 

their main political campaigns. Thus, demographics, espe-

cially the number of children and the willingness of young 

people to have them, have been instrumentalised in every-

day political communication. It is advisable to interpret the 

following empirical research findings, which are generally 

descriptive in nature, as well as the results of the chapter 

on family relationships, in light of the social and political 

situation outlined here. 

THe DeMoGRAPHIC PRoFILe 
oF YoUNG HUNGARIANS 

Of the 1,500 Hungarian young people in the sample, 23 

per cent are aged 15–18,6 39 per cent are aged between 

19 and 24, and 38 per cent are aged 25–29. Most of 

them, almost one-third, describe their living environment 

as urban, and a further quarter describe their environment 

as more urban than rural. The proportion of people liv-

ing in small settlements and villages is 22 per cent, and a 

further 9 per cent live in an environment they describe as 

rural. There is a correlation between the two factors (Pear-

son R2 = 27,044, sig = 0.001): compared to the average 

distribution, the younger age groups within the sample 

tend to come from rural areas, whilst the older ones tend 

to come from more metropolitan areas. In Hungary, there 

is a surplus of men up to the age of 50, and the younger 

the age group, the more true this is.7 Of the 15–29-year-

olds in the sample, 51 per cent were boys/men and 49 per 

cent were girls/women.

During the 40 years of state socialism, the institutional-

ised cultural capital of Hungarian society increased signif-

icantly (Bourdieu 1978). Before the Second World War, 

the expected level of education was four years of primary 

schooling. This rose to eight years after the war, then from 

the 1960s vocational schooling, and from the 1980s sec-

ondary school graduation became the socially accepted 

and indeed expected level of education. From 1989 until 

the mid 2000s, there was a social and political consen-

sus on encouraging as many people as possible to enter 

higher education, and to increase the proportion of grad-

uates from 10 per cent in 1990 to at least 25 per cent, in 

line with Hungary’s EU commitments. These aspirations 

are clearly evident when examining the institutionalised 

cultural capital of respondents’ families (Figure 1).
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In the vast majority of families, at least one parent has 

graduated from secondary school, and as many as 39 

per cent of 15–29-year-olds live in a family in which at 

least one parent is a university graduate. In 18 per cent 

of respondents’ families, both parents have completed 

tertiary education.

39 per cent of young Hungarians in the sample live 
in a family in which at least one parent is a graduate. 

There is a substantial sociological correlation between 

the type of environment in which a young person cur-

rently lives and the mother's education, demonstrating a 

socio-cultural faultline within society (Pearson R2 = 63.985, 

sig = 0.000, Cramer ’V = 0.123). The smaller the settle-

ment the respondent lives in, the more likely it is that the 

mother's education will be lower than average. One-fifth 

of 15–29-year-olds living in villages said that their mothers 

had only primary education, while only 18 per cent had 

mothers with a university degree. For those who describe 

themselves as living in an urban environment, these rates 

differ significantly. The proportion of those with only pri-

mary education is just 8 per cent, whilst almost 40 per cent 

(37 per cent) are university graduates. That is, the more 

urban the environment, the greater the family’s cultural 

capital is likely to be and vice versa. The settlement scale is 

closely correlated with the cultural scale in Hungary. The 

data also indicates that the youngest age group (15–18 

years) had parents with a higher educational level than 

older age groups.

The settlement-size axis is closely correlated with 
the cultural axis in Hungary: the more urban the 
environment the young person comes from, the 
more likely it is that the issuing family will have a 
higher level of cultural capital and vice versa.

FIGURE 1. HIGHeST eDUCATIoNAL ATTAINMeNT oF PAReNTS, IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021.

Unknown/No answerDiploma

Secondary schoolVocational school, 
vocational secondary school

Primary education (8 years)

29%

15%

24%

11%

20%

5%

9%

8%

44%

35%
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ASSeSSING THe FINANCIAL 
SITUATIoN: THe HUNGARIAN 
PARADoX

Finally, it is worth examining respondents’ subjective 

assessment of their financial situation. Within the frame-

work of the research, young people could characterise the 

financial situation of their household on a verbal scale, 

with five categories:

•  We don’t have enough money for basic utilities (elec-

tricity, heating, etc.) and food

•  We have enough money for basic utilities and food but 

not for clothing and shoes

•  We have enough money for food, clothing, and shoes, 

but not for more expensive things (a refrigerator,  

a television, etc.)

•  We can afford to buy more expensive things but not so 

expensive as, for instance, a car or a flat

•  We can afford to buy whatever we need for a good 

standard of living

As Figure 2 shows, a relative majority of the young Hun-

garians in the sample, or about 40 per cent, say that the 

household in which they live is not experiencing major 

financial problems. Most have enough for all essentials, 

although their income does not stretch to such larger pur-

chases as a new car or flat. The proportion of those in a 

particularly good financial situation is 7 per cent, which 

means that, overall, the proportion of those who chose 

categories four and five is 48 per cent.8 

A relative majority of the young Hungarians in the 
sample, or about 40 per cent, say that the household 
in which they live is not experiencing major finan-
cial problems. Most have enough for all essentials, 
although their income does not stretch to such larger 
purchases as a new car or flat.

These results are in line with the trends reported by the 

large-sample Hungarian Youth Research study conducted 

in autumn 2020. In interviews with 8,000 young people 

in Hungary, researchers found that subjects’ subjective 

assessment of their financial situation had improved mark-

edly in four years, with 9 per cent of 15–29-year-olds living 

without financial problems, and 57 per cent able to cover 

all household needs (Székely et al. 2021). 

FIGURE 2. ASSeSSING HoUSeHoLDS’ FINANCIAL SITUATIoN IN THe V4 CoUNTRIeS STUDIeD  
(WHICH oF THe FoLLoWING BeST DeSCRIBeS YoUR HoUSeHoLD’S FINANCIAL SITUATIoN?)  
(DISTRIBUTIoNS AND AVeRAGeS oN A SCALe oF 1 To 5), IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021. 
Any differences in the presentation result from the decimal not being shown.

Slovakia

Poland

Hungary

Czech Republic

21 3 4

4%

3

5%

1 6% 20% 54% 19%

12% 35% 41% 7%

13% 29% 40% 15%

7% 27% 44% 18%

5

Ø 3.65

Ø 3.52

Ø 3.33

Ø 3.84
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According to our research, 5 per cent of Hungarians aged 

15–29 live in a household that struggles to cover everyday 

necessities, whilst another 12 per cent can pay their util-

ity bills and buy basic foodstuffs yet cannot afford cloth-

ing, entertainment or cultural expenses. The proportion 

of those in unfavourable financial situations is particu-

larly acute among those living in villages as more than 

one-tenth of whom indicated that even the most basic 

expenditures are difficult to afford on the family budget. 

By contrast, young people who claimed to be able to 

afford any financial expenditure are more likely than aver-

age to live in an urban setting (39 per cent).

The other important factor that may be related to the 

assessment of a household’s financial situation is the 

mother's education (Pearson R2 = 88.457, sig = 0.000, 

Cramer ‚V = 0.144). The financial situation of the children 

of more highly educated mothers is significantly more 

favourable than is the case for children of mothers with 

a lower level of education. Among those whose mothers 

have only primary-level education, one-third can afford no 

more than basic expenses, whereas one-seventh cannot 

even afford that. Among the children of mothers with a 

university degree, only one-tenth are in categories one 

and two. In contrast, one-eighth of young people whose 

mother or foster mother has a tertiary education are in 

the most well-off category, and a further 46 per cent suf-

fer from no material want (selecting a value of 4). It is 

interesting to note that these results do not compare at 

all favourably with those of young people in the Czech 

Republic or even Slovakia. 

If we do not evaluate the Hungarian data in isolation but 

also compare the opinions of young people in other V4 

countries, we note some very unfavourable tendencies. 

In comparison with other V4 states, the subjective 
income perception of young Hungarians is the least 
favourable. Here, the proportion of people living in 
a particularly disadvantageous financial situation is 
the highest, whereas the proportion of those who 
report living in very good conditions is just half or 
even one-third of the rates among young people in 
the Czech Republic, Poland or Slovakia.

Among Hungarians aged 15–29, the proportion of those 

who placed themselves in either category one or two is 

the highest, while the country also has by far the fewest 

(half or a third the rate in the other V4 countries) who 

say their financial circumstances are very good. This differ-

ence in responses is also supported by a comparison of the 

averages of this 1–5 scale. The highest average subjective 

estimation of financial circumstances can be found among 

young Czechs (3.84, on average), followed by Slovaks 

(3.64). Meanwhile, the average rate among Hungarians 

aged 15–29 is 3.33. This is 0.3 points lower than the aver-

age of young people in the other three countries (3.67). 

Based on the data, it appears that young Hungarians live 

in much more disadvantageous financial circumstances or 

at least rate them much more unfavourably, than do their 

Czech, Polish and Slovak peers.

MAIN FINDINGS

•  Of the young Hungarians in the sample, 39 per 

cent live in a family in which at least one parent is a  

graduate.

•  The settlement-size axis correlates with the cultural 

axis in Hungary: the more urban the environment a 

young person comes from, the more likely it is that 

their family will have a higher level of cultural capital 

and vice versa.

•  A plurality (40 per cent) of young Hungarians say that 

there are no serious financial problems in the house-

hold in which they live, and most can afford all neces-

sities. At the same time, they cannot generally afford 

more expensive purchases, such as a new car or flat.

•  In comparison with other V4 countries, young Hungar-

ians subjectively perceive their financial situation most 

unfavourably. Hungary has the largest proportion 

of young people living in the most disadvantageous 

financial circumstances, whereas the proportion of 

those in a very good financial situation is only one-

half or one-third of the levels among young people in 

Poland, Slovakia or the Czech Republic.
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In the European Union (EU), education policy is essentially 

based on decisions at the Member State level, yet there are 

also commonalities in this area. During accession to the 

Education and Training 2020 work programme, individual 

national commitments were made in relation to educa-

tion (Szegedi 2016), undertaking, among other things, 

to reduce the proportion of low-achieving 15-year-olds in 

reading, mathematics and science to below 15 per cent 

by 2020, and to increase the proportion of people aged 

30–34 with a tertiary education to at least 40 per cent. By 

2020, the rate of those leaving school prematurely was 

to be reduced to below 10 per cent.9 These goals clearly 

indicate that EU Member States are committed to qual-

ity education and support the goal of ensuring that the 

highest possible proportion of young people leave formal 

education with some degree or qualification. 

SeCoNDARY-LeVeL  
eDUCATIoN MoST CoMMoN 
AMoNG YoUNG HUNGARIANS

About one-fifth of Hungarian 15–29-year-olds in the sam-

ple have completed only the eight grades of primary edu-

cation. According to the ISCED classification system,10  this 

is categorised as ISCED-2. Because of their different edu-

cation systems, it is difficult to compare young people's  

educational attainment across the V4 countries. The ISCED 

classification system provides a basis for this. The study 

classified the educational qualifications of each country 

into three simple categories: low, medium and high. Using 

this very broad rubric, the attained educational qualifica-

tions of young Hungarians in no way differ from those of 

their Central European peers. 

The proportion of those with low levels of education is very 

different in the three age categories examined (15–18, 

19–24 and 25–29). Naturally, among young Hungarians 

up to the age of 18, most (63 per cent) have not gradu-

ated from secondary school, meaning that primary school 

is still their highest completed level of education. However, 

the proportion decreases to 5–10 per cent among older 

groups. Among the 5 per cent of those over 25 who still 

have a low level of education, the likelihood is very high 

that this situation, with all its negative consequences, will 

persist.

Among young Hungarians, the proportion of people  
with a primary education (ISCeD 0–ISCeD 2) decreases 
with age, but even so, 10 per cent of 19–24-year-olds 
and 5 per cent of 25–29-year-olds are still in this dis-
advantaged category.

Among young Hungarians, 54 per cent have some kind 

of secondary school diploma. Because of the complexities 

of the Hungarian school system, this 54 per cent attain 

their qualifications through five or six different education 

systems. More than seven-tenths of those aged 19–24 

and about half of those aged 25 and over are between 

ISCED values 3 and 4.

Finally, a quarter of Hungarians aged 15–29 have a  

tertiary education qualification, that is, from at least a  

tertiary technical school or an accredited tertiary voca-

tional school. However, the proportion of those with a 

university degree is lower, at 20 per cent.

Some 19 per cent of 19–24-year-olds and 43 per cent of 

25–29-year-olds are in ISCED 5–8. However, if we con-

sider only university graduates (ISCED 6-8), the rate is 14 

per cent among 19–24-year-olds and 34 per cent among 

25–29-year-olds. 

It is also important to observe the strong positive corre-

lation in all V4 countries between the educational level 

of the respondent’s family, including the mother’s high-

est educational qualification and the respondent’s high-

est educational qualification. In Hungary, if the mother 

completed only primary school, the likelihood that her 

child will also leave education with only a primary school 

qualification is much higher than average (35 per cent), 

and this effect increases with higher qualifications. In the 

Hungarian school system, having a mother with a voca-

tional training qualification is associated most closely 

(65 per cent) with attaining a vocational qualification 

oneself, whereas the children of mothers who gradu-

ated from secondary education tend either to do the 

same or to go on to attain a university degree. Finally, 

the results of the study show that children of mothers 

who are university graduates are comparatively more 

likely to go on to tertiary education (35 per cent) than are 

the children of mothers with a lower level of education. 
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As previously indicated, there is a very similar pattern of 

correlation in all V4 countries. Taking into account the dif-

ferences between school systems, the data suggest that 

in Central European countries, if the mother’s educational 

qualification is lower than the secondary level, the likeli-

hood that this will be passed on is relatively high, just as 

it is relatively likely that a mother with a university degree 

will have children who follow the same path. 

HUNGARIANS AGeD 15–29  
ARe CRITICAL oF THe QUALITY 
oF eDUCATIoN

The theoretical, state-level commitment to the school  

system, and the increase in educational levels, do not seem 

to be fully in line with the everyday educational experi-

ence of young Hungarians. Respondents were asked to 

rate the overall standard of education from one to five 

(the same way students themselves are graded). Only 2 

per cent were entirely satisfied with the quality of the 

Hungarian school system, and 17 per cent gave a ‘good’  

rating, meaning four out of five. On the other hand, 45 per 

cent rated the general quality of the Hungarian education  

system as either a one or a two (The average of the 1–5 

scale was 2.54). It is noteworthy that whether or not 

someone is still a student or has already left the education  

system has no statistical influence on their opinion about  

the quality of education (though MA and PhD students 

have the highest opinion of the system, giving an aver-

age score of 2.79). Similar results are obtained regardless 

of age, gender, urban or rural environment and mother's 

education level. Thus, regardless of their social affiliation, 

young people aged 15–29 have a broadly uniform assess-

ment of the Hungarian education system. A person's 

assessment of the quality of Hungarian education is more 

accurately predicted by ideology and political affiliation.

Young Hungarians are critical of the quality of the 
education system. Ideological and political attitudes 
inform these views. one result of political polarisa-
tion is that opposition and pro-government young 
people have very different opinions regarding the 
standard of education.

Based on a linear regression model,11 the more conserv-

ative and/or right-wing the respondent, the more posi-

tively they are likely to evaluate the standard of education, 

whereas the more moderate the respondent, the more 

unfavourable their opinion is likely to be. Political affili-

ation is even more strongly predictive: pro-government 

voters rate the quality of Hungarian education significantly 

better (2.98 average points) and opposition supporters 

significantly worse12 (2.33 points) than the average of 

15–29-year-olds in general. Thus, partisan polarisation 

strongly divides opinions even in the 15–29 age group 

(Patkós 2019; Bíró-Nagy 2019).

FIGURE 3. ASSeSSING THe QUALITY oF eDUCATIoN IN THe V4 CoUNTRIeS STUDIeD  
(IN GeNeRAL, HoW SATISFIeD ARe YoU WITH THe STANDARD oF eDUCATIoN?)  
(DISTRIBUTIoNS AND AVeRAGeS oN A SCALe oF 1 To 5), IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021.  
The data is presented in accordance with the relevant rounding rules. In some cases original values would not  
add up to 100% without arbitrary determination, so that original values were kept instead. This explains eventual  
deviations in the graph.
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The opinions of young Hungarians are also unfavoura-

ble in comparison with the other V4 countries (Figure 3). 

While the proportion of those who gave a rating of 4 or 

5 were not fundamentally different from those in other 

countries of a similar age – especially in Poland and Slo-

vakia – proportionally more young Hungarians expressed 

a clearly or moderately negative opinion. It is striking that 

far fewer young Czechs chose values 1 and 2, whereas far 

more of them chose values 4 and 5. 

The pattern of opinions that emerges regarding the possi-

bility of corruption within an educational institution may 

contradict this picture slightly. The question was: ‘Do you 

agree that there are cases in which grades and exams are 

purchased at institutes/universities in Hungary?’ Of all 

the Central European countries, Hungarian respondents 

found it hardest to imagine that grades could be deter-

mined through an illegal manner.13 Some 15 per cent of 

Hungarians aged 15–29 found the idea completely unim-

aginable, a rate almost twice as high as in Slovakia (8 per 

cent) and almost four times higher than among young 

Poles and Czechs (an average of 2.94 on a scale of 1–5). 

The proportion of those who selected a 2 (rather disagree) 

is 14 per cent.

Those most critical on this issue, incidentally, are Slovaks 

(3.71 points), more than half of whom agreed that grades 

or exams can be purchased at educational institutions. 

By comparison, 28 per cent of Hungarian, 40 per cent 

of Czech and 37 per cent of Polish respondents believe 

that an exam or school grade can be purchased in their 

country.

of all the Central european countries, young people 
in Hungary are the least likely to imagine that grades 
and exams can be purchased, thus perceptions of 
corruption in education are relatively low.

We may speak of the period beginning in January 2020, 

when Covid-19 was first detected in Europe, as a new 

era. In several studies, Andrea Szabó and her colleagues 

describe the pandemic as a generational event (Szabó 

2020; Szabó 2021; Szabó/Déri 2021), an exogenous effect 

that, like an asteroid, changed many everyday things that 

had previously been considered ‘normal’. One of the 

obvious, tangible results of this asteroid-like effect is the 

change from in-person, face-to-face lessons to online 

instruction. In other words, the spread and normalisation 

of digital education in Hungary in the second half of the 

2019/2020 school year and for almost the entire duration 

of the 2020/2021 school year.

Fewer than one in ten young Hungarians lacked the 
tools needed for digital education

Social scientists are currently trying to assess the con-

sequences of remote learning. In Hungary, calculations 

suggest that 25 per cent of young Hungarians may have 

dropped out of digital education to such a degree that 

there is little chance of them catching up and reintegrating 

(Keller/Kiss Hubert 2020; Kende/Messing/Fejes 2021). At 

the same time, remote learning, even in countries such as 

the Netherlands or Germany, which have well-developed 

internet infrastructure, has given rise to or has exacerbated 

existing serious problems, and it is easy to believe that 

it has made differences in opportunities between social 

strata both final and irremediable (Grewenig et al. 2020).

According to the results of our research, the vast majority 

of young people were given the tools (such as a computer, 

good internet access) to take part in remote learning. 

About half had all the applicable equipment (in Hungary 

this proportion was 54 per cent), whilst a further quarter 

to one-third had, if not everything, at least the basic neces-

sities (28 per cent in Hungary). The proportion of those 

with no equipment at all was 2 per cent, whereas those 

with very little equipment made up 5 per cent.

Rates of inequality in digital technology correlate with 

both age and place of residence, as the proportion of 

those who described themselves as somewhat lacking 

in terms of digital equipment was higher than average 

among those aged 25–29 who described their place of 

residence as ‘rural’. However, this effect is not especially 

pronounced.

The vast majority of young people living in Central 
europe – 54 per cent in Hungary – had all the tech-
nical apparatus needed to participate properly in 
remote learning. Some 28 per cent had, if not all the 
requisite technology, at least the basic necessities. 
The proportion of those either partially or entirely 
lacking these necessities was 7 per cent.
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However, at this point, it is essential to note a methodo-

logical issue. Precisely because of the closures due to the 

pandemic, data was collected through online question-

naires, so reaching truly disadvantaged 15–29-year-olds 

who are completely excluded from the digital world was 

more difficult than if the research had been conducted 

through personal interviews.

Based on focus group discussions, it appears that the situ-

ation is rather unfavourable. Several quotes indicate that 

online education causes minimal inconvenience to young 

people, but many find themselves in a more vulnerable 

position:

Because you can’t just prepare in online  
education. Anyone can say anything, 
you can’t prepare. 

(Girl, 18, Miskolc)

I think the whole thing is much worse in 
terms of learning. At least, I find it much 
harder to get the information. 

(Boy, 17, Budapest)

oNLINe oR CLASSRooM  
LeARNING: No DeFINITe  
PReFeReNCe

For precisely this reason it is worth looking at which form of 

learning is preferred by 15–29-year-olds: in-person lessons 

or online education? Respondents were able to indicate 

their preference on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 was fully 

classroom and 10 was fully digital education. The opinions 

of the young people in the V4 countries do not differ in 

this respect. Some 16 per cent of Hungarian respondents 

want only in-person teaching, whereas one-tenth indicated 

a preference for exclusively online learning. Incidentally, the 

country with the highest percentage (22 per cent) of those 

who preferred exclusively in-person teaching was Slovakia, 

while Poland had the lowest (13 per cent). Interestingly, 

the maximum number of those who would opt for entirely 

online learning (those who chose 10 on the scale) is almost 

the same (9–12 per cent) in all four countries. One conse-

quence of this is that the averages of the 1–10 scale are sim-

ilar, varying between 4.70 and 5.47 points, making the opin-

ion of young Hungarians, at 5.14 points, squarely average. 

There is thus no clear preference for either form of teaching.

The views of young people in the V4 countries do 
not differ significantly in their preferences between 
classroom and online education. on a scale of 1 to 
10, almost one-third of young Hungarians prefer to 
learn in the classroom (values 1–3), whereas about a 
quarter prefer online learning.

Of course, in such instances, it is vital to examine those 

who are actually affected, that is, those who are currently 

in the education system at some level. In all four countries, 

there are statistically significant differences of opinion 

between students and non-students. In Hungary, as in the 

other V4 countries, non-students show somewhat higher 

support for classroom and contact hours (average score of 

4.73 on a 1–10 scale) than those who are most affected, 

that is, those enrolled at an educational institution (5.50 

points).14 In the case of young Hungarians, those living 

in villages showed a somewhat greater preference for 

classroom learning (4.88). Somewhat surprisingly, they 

are followed by those living in urban environments (4.99), 

while those living in suburban and small-town communi-

ties show the greatest preference for online learning (5.60 

mean points). What is particularly interesting, however, is 

that a subjective assessment of one’s financial situation 

does not influence average preferences between class-

room and online learning in Hungary.15 We cannot, there-

fore, say that those in a poorer financial position are clearly 

voting in favour of classroom education.

oNe-THIRD oF HUNGARIANS 
AGeD 15–29 HAVe PARTICI-
PATeD IN AN APPReNTICeSHIP  
oR TRAINING PRoGRAMMe

One of the long-standing and recurring objections to the 

Hungarian school system is that it does not ‘prepare you 

for life’: it is said to be too theoretical, providing a great 

deal of unnecessary general knowledge, while at the 

same time the skills and practical knowledge that could 

be used in real life are neglected. According to the results 

of our study, there may be some basis for this complaint, 

as among the V4 countries Hungary has by far the small-

est proportion of young people who have participated in 

some kind of apprenticeship or training programme (34 

per cent). However, it should be pointed out that appren-

ticeships and training programmes are not universally  
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available in Hungary. Essentially, a range of courses are 

available for secondary school pupils and adult learners, 

whereas those in the final years of university also typically 

have access to such opportunities. In the other V4 coun-

tries, the proportion of those who answered ‘yes’ is close 

to 60 per cent. 

TIMe SPeNT STUDYING

One clear consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic has 

been the increase in time spent studying at home. The 

traditional attendance system has the rhythm of an aver-

age workday: school hours, with possible extra hours and 

optional lessons (including sports and cultural courses), 

outside learning (homework), and preparation for the next 

day. This routine gives order to everyday life. Digital learn-

ing imposed as a result of the pandemic may have eclipsed 

and transformed this rhythm.

According to our research, an average Hungarian in the 

education system – all the way from primary school to PhD 

level – spends an average of 2.5 hours a day studying after 

school/university hours. In terms of the average duration 

of after-school learning, young Hungarians are no differ-

ent from young people in other Central European coun-

tries. In statistical terms, there is no significant difference 

in the time spent by students at any of the various levels of 

education, whether at primary school or secondary school, 

in undergraduate or in postgraduate studies. This is also 

interesting because it is not the case for young people in 

the Czech Republic, Poland and Slovakia: data from those 

countries shows an increase in time spent studying from 

primary and secondary education to the postgraduate and 

doctoral level.

An average Hungarian learner, according to self-re-
ported data, spends an average of 2.5 hours a 
day studying after school/university hours. In this 
respect, young Hungarians are not significantly dif-
ferent from young people in other Central european 
countries.

AMoNG oNLINe ACTIVITIeS, 
SoCIAL MeDIA PReDoMINATeS

We examined the amount of time spent in four types of 

online activity:

• I do things related to my studies

• I do things related to my job (paid activities)

• I read online newspapers and information sites

•  I spend time on social media sites such as Facebook,  

Instagram, TikTok, Snapchat, etc.

 

Respondents were not asked to determine the precise 

amount of time they spent on these activities but could 

choose between time periods (for example, 1–2 hours or 

3–5 hours). According to Figure 4, time spent on social 

media is by far the longest of the four options: 8 per cent 

of young Hungarians spend extremely long periods – in 

excess of five hours – on Facebook, TikTok or Instagram 

on an average weekday. By contrast, only 2 per cent do 

not spend a single minute on social media. Every second 

young person uses social media platforms for a minimum 

of one hour and a maximum of 3–5 hours per day.

By contrast, about one-third of respondents do not use 

the Internet at all for work or study. Consistent with the 

previous question, 28 per cent of those learning online 

spend between 30 minutes and two hours on an aver-

age workday with this activity. The time spent on social 

media is otherwise quite similar in the countries studied. 

It is overwhelmingly the most popular pastime in all the 

V4 states, with just 2–3 per cent of young people in each 

country not using social media sites at all.

Some 8 per cent of young Hungarians spend more 
than five hours on Facebook, TikTok or Instagram 
during an average working day, and just 2 per cent 
do not spend any time at all on social media.
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Finally, 13 per cent of respondents do not read Internet 

news portals at all, and a further 43 per cent spend a 

maximum of half an hour browsing news or information 

sites. The proportion of extreme Internet news consum-

ers, those who, according to their self-reported estimates,  

browse Internet news portals for at least three hours a day, 

is approximately 4 per cent. However, another 20 per cent 

of young Hungarians spend an average of at least one 

hour a day consuming news. Online time spent on news 

is broadly similar among Slovak 15–29-year-olds, slightly 

higher among Poles of the same age, and highest of all 

among young Czechs.

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4. YoUNG HUNGARIANS’ TIMe SPeNT oNLINe (RoUGHLY HoW MUCH TIMe Do YoU SPeND oN 
THeSe ACTIVITIeS DURING AN AVeRAGe WeeKDAY?), IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021. 
The data is presented in accordance with the relevant rounding rules. In some cases original values would not  
add up to 100% without arbitrary determination, so that original values were kept instead. This explains eventual  
deviations in the graph.
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MAIN FINDINGS

•  Among young Hungarians, the proportion of those with only primary education 

(ISCED 0 – ISCED 2) decreases with age. Nevertheless, 10 per cent of 19–24-year-olds 

and 5 per cent of 25–29-year-olds belong to this disadvantaged category.

•  Young Hungarians are critical of the quality of the school system. This correlates with 

ideological and political attitudes. As a result of political polarisation, young people 

see the standard of education very differently, depending on whether they support 

or oppose the government.

•  Of all the V4 countries, young people in Hungary are least able to imagine that grades 

and exams can be purchased, thus the perception of corruption in schools is relatively 

low.

•  The majority of young people living in Central Europe – 54 per cent in Hungary – had 

all the technical equipment needed to participate properly in distance education. 

Some 28 per cent had, if not everything, at least the basic necessities. The proportion 

of those either partly or entirely lacking such necessities was 7 per cent.

•  Young people in the V4 countries do not differ significantly in their preferences for 

classroom or digital education. On a scale of 1 to 10, almost one-third of young Hun-

garians prefer classroom learning (values 1–3), whereas around one quarter prefer 

remote learning.

•  Based on self-reporting, young Hungarians in education spend an average of 2.5 

hours a day in study after school/university hours. In this respect, young Hungarians 

are not significantly different from young people in other V4 countries.

•  Some 8 per cent of young Hungarians spend more than five hours on Facebook,  

TikTok or Instagram during an average working day, whereas just 2 per cent do not 

spend any time at all on social media.
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HALF oF HUNGARIAN  
YoUNG PeoPLe ARe IN  
ReGULAR WoRK

Over the past decade, Hungarian youth unemployment 

rates have moved in parallel with European economic and 

labour market trends. According to Eurostat data, youth 

unemployment in Hungary exceeded 25 per cent between 

2009 and 2013, and peaked in 2012 at 28 per cent.16 

The first year when youth unemployment fell below 20 

per cent after the financial and economic crisis was 2015, 

the fifth year of post-2010 Orbán government. The situa-

tion in this area improved greatly during the 2014–2018 

cycle: in 2018 the youth unemployment rate reached its 

lowest level to date, at 10.2 per cent. The Covid-19 crisis 

of 2020–2021 has also caused obvious problems in terms 

of young people’s employment opportunities: at the time 

of our research, in the summer of 2021, youth unemploy-

ment in Hungary stood at 15 per cent.

According to our questionnaire-based study, youth 

employment and the distribution of forms of employ-

ment show a similar pattern across the V4 countries. In all 

countries, the majority are in full-time employment (32–38 

per cent), while 19–27 per cent are unemployed. In Hun-

gary, there is a similar proportion of part-time workers 

(11 per cent) and those engaged in casual work (8 per 

cent). Of the latter, Hungary has the lowest proportion 

in the region, although the rate of casual employment 

is similar in Poland (10 per cent). Rates are higher in the 

Czech Republic (14 per cent) and highest of all in Slovakia 

(21 per cent). In all the countries surveyed, the rarest form 

of work is self-employment (3–4 per cent).

Of the V4 countries, Hungary has the highest proportion 

of those in full-time work with open-ended (permanent) 

employment contracts (32 per cent), and also the low-

est number of those in part-time work (8 per cent). The 

other V4 countries have 6–12 per cent fewer employees 

on open-ended contracts, whilst 3–8 per cent more are 

employed on fixed-term (temporary) contracts. 

More than half of young Hungarians (52 per cent) are 
in some form of regular employment, whereas more 
than one quarter (27 per cent) have no job at all. of 
the four countries, Hungary has the lowest propor-
tion of casual workers (8 per cent) and the highest  

proportion of workers with permanent contracts  
(40 per cent) in the region.

As one would expect, the proportion of those in work 

increases with age. Wheras just 30 per cent of 15–18-year-

olds are in some kind of employment, this proportion 

rises to 59 per cent among 19–24-year-olds, and to 78 

per cent among 25–29-year-olds. The proportion of full-

time employees is 15 per cent in the youngest group, 32 

per cent in the middle group and 58 per cent among the 

oldest.

every third Hungarian of secondary school age (15–
18 years old) is employed (30 per cent) and every 
sixth works full-time (15 per cent). The proportion 
of those employed increases significantly with age.

Research participants were also asked how many hours 

per week they work, on average. Based on this, full-time 

employment in all V4 countries generally means 40 hours. 

In Hungary, the average number of hours worked per week 

among full-time employees was 40.5, in Slovakia 39.3, in 

the Czech Republic 39.2, and in Poland 38.8. However, 

there are notable differences in terms of part-time work. 

Young people in part-time employment work an average 

of 26 hours in Hungary, which is significantly more than in 

the Czech Republic (22 hours) and significantly less than in 

Slovakia (30 hours) and Poland (33 hours).

THe PRoPoRTIoN oF CAReeR 
DRoPoUTS AND THoSe oVeR-
QUALIFIeD FoR THeIR WoRK 
IS SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHeR 
AMoNG WoMeN

Among those who have a job, the proportion of career 

dropouts among young Hungarians is the lowest in the 

region (35 per cent), but the rate is similar in Poland (38 

per cent). It is also important to note that, among the V4 

countries, only in Hungary was there an absolute majority 

(54 per cent) who could find work in their chosen field or a 

closely related one. The number of young people who could 

say the same was 5 per cent lower in Poland and 10–11 per 

cent lower in the Czech Republic and Slovakia (Figure 5).
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One-third of young Hungarians felt that they were over-

qualified for their current job (32 per cent), a proportion 

similar to the other V4 countries (but in the Czech Repub-

lic and Slovakia there were significant numbers of career 

dropouts (43 per cent and 47 per cent). By contrast, the 

number of respondents who declared themselves under-

qualified for their job was significantly lower (generally 

around 10 per cent) in all four countries. 

In almost all V4 countries, the numbers of those who 
abandon their careers or are overqualified for their 
jobs are higher among women, but the gender gap 
is widest in Hungary. 

Among young Hungarians, 7 per cent more women than 

men said their job lay outside their professional field (39 

vs 32 per cent), and 10 per cent more said they were over-

qualified for their job (38 vs 28 per cent).

The proportion of those working in their chosen field or a 

closely related one increases with age: only 45 per cent of 

Hungarian young people aged 14–18 and 62 per cent of 

those aged 25–29 said they were working in their chosen 

field. This is not explained by a change in the career drop-

out rate but by the fact that there are more young people 

who have not yet been trained in any profession (23 per 

cent of 15–18-year-olds), whilst the proportion of entirely 

unskilled workers is already negligible among those over 

24 (4 per cent).

One-third of young Hungarians (32 per cent) work in the  

private sector. Nearly one-fifth (17 per cent) of young 

people work in the public sector and slightly more than  

one-tenth in the civil sector (12 per cent). Very few (3 per 

cent) work in an international organisation. Approxi-

mately one quarter (27 per cent) work for some other 

form of organisation.

FIGURE 5. PRoPoRTIoN oF CAReeR DRoPoUTS AND THe oVeRQUALIFIeD  
(AS A PeRCeNTAGe oF THoSe IN eMPLoYMeNT)

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021.  
Any differences in the presentation result from the decimal not being shown.
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We also asked research participants which sector they 

would most like to work in, in future. Among young Hun-

garians, those working in the private sector were least 

likely (27 per cent) to want to work in another sector. 

Some 43 per cent of those working in the public sector 

and 56 per cent those in the civil sector reported that, 

when it came to looking for a new job, they would seek 

one in a different sector. 

YoUNG PeoPLe ARe  
PReSeNTLY DIVIDeD oN  
WoRKING FRoM HoMe

In all V4 countries, the issue of remote working is divisive, 

and currently about half of young people prefer the work-

place, whereas the other half prefer to work from home. 

Slovakia is somewhat of an exception in this regard, as a 

clear majority of young people (59 vs 41 per cent) prefer 

the workplace.

Young Hungarians are roughly evenly split between 
those who prefer to work from home and those who 
prefer to work in the office. Working from home is 
most popular among high-school students, while it 
is least popular among both the lowest and the high-
est wealth brackets. Fewer Fidesz voters (supporters 
of the current government) have a strong preference 
for working from home.

A sociodemographic breakdown of the home office 

question reveals interesting patterns among Hungarian 

respondents. Working from home is least popular among 

the poorest and the richest.17 In the former group, a clear 

majority express a stable preference (39 per cent) for the 

workplace. There are also fewer respondents in the very 

deprived and the deprived categories who would expressly 

choose to work from home (21 and 22 per cent) than 

among the wealthiest (27 and 30 per cent). This is not 

surprising, given that presumably these groups’ housing 

conditions are not suitable for working from home. It is 

believed that there are fewer young people among these 

groups whose jobs can easily be done from home (as is 

the case, for instance, among those who principally work 

at a computer). 

Working from home is most popular among the young-

est age groups: 15–18-year-olds are 8–10 per cent more 

likely to prefer working from home (59 per cent) than are 

members of older age groups. There are also moderate 

differences between political groups. Opposition voters 

make up the largest number of respondents who prefer to 

work from home (54 per cent), however, supporters of the 

government (51 per cent) and undecided voters (47 per 

cent) are not far behind. If we look at those who express 

strong, clear preferences, government supporters are 8 

per cent less likely (22 per cent) to expressly prefer working 

from home, whilst rates are very similar among opposition 

and undecided voters (30 and 30 per cent, respectively). In 

addition to the above, we can also observe moderate gen-

der differences. Whereas office work is somewhat more 

popular among women (53 vs 47 per cent), more men 

prefer working from home (46 vs 54 per cent).

In our research, almost eight out of ten young Hungari-

ans (78 per cent) reported that they had everything they 

needed to work from home, or at least all the bare neces-

sities. Due to the online nature of our sampling, this does 

not give a completely reliable picture of the technology 

available to young Hungarians. On the other hand, we 

can conclude from this that whether young people prefer 

working in an office or working from home is not deter-

mined by the availability of the necessary technology. We 

know this from the fact that the preferences of young 

people with all the relevant devices and of those either 

completely or partly lacking in the necessary equipment 

showed no significant differences in terms of working 

from home or in the workplace. 

This is also supported by multivariate analysis, in which, in 

addition to access to technology, we also examined the 

effects of wealth status, political preference, age group, 

and gender on job location preferences.18 However, based 

on the analysis, only gender showed a significant effect: 

on average, women gave answers 0.37 points lower in 

response to the above scaled-response question (p <0.05).
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YoUNG PeoPLe CoNSIDeR 
eXPeRTISe AND eDUCATIoN 
THe MoST IMPoRTANT THINGS 
WHeN LooKING FoR A JoB

We also asked participants in our research what factors 

they thought were important when searching for a job in 

their country. The order of the first three elements was the 

same in all four countries. In the V4 region, young people 

considered expertise to be most important. Three-quar-

ters of Hungarians (74 per cent) cited this as the most 

important, or at least a very important, factor when look-

ing for a job (Figure 6). The proportions were similar in  

Slovakia (75 per cent) and Poland (78 per cent), while in 

the Czech Republic even more people emphasised the role 

of expertise (81 per cent).

One’s highest level of education came second: in Hungary 

and Poland, almost three-quarters of young people listed 

education as an important factor (72 and 72 per cent), 

while the proportions in Slovakia and Poland were slightly 

lower (69 and 66 per cent, respectively). Third, the role of 

contacts (relatives, friends) was highlighted: 62 per cent of 

young Hungarians thought that contacts played an impor-

tant role when searching for a job. This proportion did not 

differ significantly (by only 1–3 per cent) in the other V4 

countries. 

FIGURE 6. IMPoRTANT FACToRS WHeN LooKING FoR A JoB, ACCoRDING To YoUNG PeoPLe  
(IN YoUR oPINIoN, HoW IMPoRTANT ARe THe FoLLoWING FACToRS, WHeN IT CoMeS To FINDING  
A JoB FoR A YoUNG PeRSoN IN YoUR CoUNTRY?), IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021.  
Any differences in the presentation result from the decimal not being shown.
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Six out of ten young Hungarians consider networking 

with influential people important when looking for a job 

(61 per cent). This is a very high proportion by regional 

standards: the equivalent figures are 49 per cent in the 

Czech Republic, 47 per cent in Slovakia, and 42 per cent 

in Poland. In these countries, foreign school or work expe-

rience was considered more important than good contacts 

(49–56 per cent). In Hungary, on the other hand, only 

a minority say that foreign experience is an advantage 

(45 per cent). It is also important that young Hungarians 

have the same beliefs about the importance of relation-

ships with influential people whether they are employed 

or unemployed. At the same time, the number of those 

who consider help from contacts important is 3.5 per cent 

higher among those who have already found work in the 

labour market.

It's a who-you-know-not-what-you-know 
country. If you want to get ahead without 
constantly hitting roadblocks, you have to 
know someone higher up or at least that’s 
my impression.

(Girl, 18, Miskolc)

In all V4 countries, young people consider the fol-
lowing three factors most important when looking 
for a job: expertise, level of education and contacts. 
However, only in Hungary are contacts with influen-
tial people considered more important than experi-
ence abroad.

As in Hungary, only about one-fifth of young people in 

Poland (18 per cent) consider membership of a political 

party important for finding a job. The percentages are 

even lower in Slovakia and the Czech Republic (11 and 8 

per cent, respectively). However, there is a significant dif-

ference in this regard between young Hungarians who are 

already working and those who do not have a job. Some 

21 per cent of those in work say a political alignment is 

useful for finding a job, whilst only 14 per cent of those 

not employed believe this to be true. 

LoW LeVeLS oF CIVIC  
PARTICIPATIoN 

The declining rates of citizens’ political participation world-

wide is considered by many social scientists to be part of 

a more general negative trend, in which traditional forms 

of civic engagement (church attendance, trade union 

membership, integration into traditional communities) 

are increasingly being marginalised (Dalton – Klingermann 

2011). In Hungary, on the other hand, political and civic 

activities are markedly divergent: whilst electoral turnout 

is traditionally high, civic activity is low by regional stand-

ards (Mikecz 2020).

This statement is to some extent contradicted by the com-

parison of youth volunteer activity across the V4 coun-

tries: the Hungarian data does not stand out from the 

other V4 countries. The proportion of respondents who 

participate in volunteering is low in all four states: 28 

per cent in Hungary, 30 per cent in Poland, 32 per cent 

in the Czech Republic, and only 23 per cent in Slovakia. 

Furthermore, rates of volunteering decrease significantly 

with age: whereas 38 per cent of Hungarians aged 15–18 

volunteered during the last year, only 29 per cent of those 

aged 19–24 and 21 per cent of those aged 25–29 did so. 

This represents a difference of 17 per cent between the 

youngest and oldest age groups, while the difference is 

even larger in Poland (23 per cent) and slightly smaller in 

the Czech Republic and Slovakia (9 and 6 per cent, respec-

tively). It should be emphasised here that since 1 January 

2016, only those who have completed at least 50 hours of 

community work during their high school years can gradu-

ate in Hungary. This rule has remained in force throughout 

the Covid-19 pandemic.

According to Robert Putnam (2000), reasons for declining 

civic activity include the weakening of traditional social 

institutions, urbanisation, increasing television watching 

and the integration of women into the labour market. 

However, based on the age trend presented in our research 

above, we may conclude that communities based around 

educational institutions, as well as compulsory second-

ary-school volunteer work, can somewhat counterbalance 

this trend – at least so long as participation in education 

continues. This is also confirmed by the fact that young 

Hungarians generally volunteered in some form of school 

or university organisation (29 per cent of volunteers).  
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In addition, many also took part in some form of civic 

initiative (28 per cent) or association (for example, sports 

club or band – 19 per cent). Less common forms of volun-

teering include participation in the work of an ambulance 

or fire brigade service (9 per cent), youth organisation  

(9 per cent), NGO (6 per cent), political party (3 per cent) 

or trade union (3 per cent).

IN THe eNTIRe V4 ReGIoN,  
THe DeSIRe To eMIGRATe 
IS HIGHeST AMoNG YoUNG 
HUNGARIANS WHo SUPPoRT 
THe PoLITICAL oPPoSITIoN

According to Eurobarometer data, mobility decreases 

significantly with age, and in general an absolute major-

ity who would consider working abroad (56 per cent) is 

found only in the 15–24 age group (Lulle – Janta – Emils-

son 2019). One quarter of young Hungarians (26 per 

cent) have a strong or very strong desire to leave the 

country for a period of at least six months (Figure 7).  

Nearly half of young people have a weak-to-moderate 

desire to emigrate (45 per cent), whereas one-third (33 per 

cent) are sure they don’t want to move abroad. With age, 

the proportion of those who are sure they want to emigrate 

decreases: 32 per cent of 15–18-year-olds, 26 per cent 

of 19–24-year-olds, and just 23 per cent of 25–29-year-

olds. Among those in the wealthiest economic category,  

a remarkable number said they would almost certainly 

leave the country (34 per cent, or 5–11 per cent higher 

than in the other groups).

Among young Hungarians, just 15 per cent have already 

been abroad for educational purposes. Studying abroad 

is even less common among high school students (7 per 

cent), but it is much more common among those over the 

age of 18 (17–18 per cent), partly due to Erasmus schol-

arships. It is interesting that among young Hungarians, 

twice as many men (20 per cent) as women (9 per cent) 

have studied abroad. The proportion of people with edu-

cational experience abroad is similar in Slovakia and the 

Czech Republic (18 and 19 per cent, respectively), whereas 

the proportion of young Poles who have studied abroad is 

almost twice as high (28 per cent) as among Hungarians.

FIGURE 7.19 WILLINGNeSS AMoNG CITIZeNS oF THe V4 CoUNTRIeS To eMIGRATe 
(SHARe oF THoSe, WHo HAVe A STRoNG oR VeRY STRoNG DeSIRe To MoVe To 
ANoTHeR CoUNTRY FoR MoRe THAN 6 MoNTHS/ eMIGRATe), IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021. 
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In Hungary, the most significant differences in willing-

ness to emigrate are found between political groups. Just 

12 per cent of Fidesz supporters expressed a strong or 

very strong desire to emigrate, while more (37 per cent) 

declared a clear preference to stay in Hungary. This ratio 

is reversed (36 and 17 per cent) among opposition sup-

porters and is evenly balanced (24 and 27 per cent) among 

the undecided. In all V4 countries, opposition supporters 

express a greater willingness to leave the country perma-

nently than do government supporters, but in the entire 

region, willingness to emigrate is highest among young 

Hungarian opposition supporters.

In Hungary, the effect of political affiliation on emi-
gration is huge: three times as many opposition 
supporters (36 per cent) and twice as many unde-
cided voters (24 per cent) want to leave the country 
as do young supporters of the government (12 per 
cent). It is also true in the other V4 countries that 
opposition supporters and undecided voters show a 
greater willingness to emigrate, but the differences 
between the political groups are much smaller.

Of young Hungarians with at least a weak intention to emi-

grate, 4 per cent plan to leave Hungary within six months, 

10 per cent within two years, 21 per cent within five years, 

and 27 per cent later. Some 38 per cent could not say 

within what time period they planned to emigrate. One-

third (31 per cent) of young people thinking of emigrating 

plan to live abroad for more than five years. This proportion 

is similar in the other V4 countries (29–37 per cent).

The primary destination for young Hungarians is Germany 

(21 per cent of those intending to emigrate), followed by 

Austria (15 per cent), the United Kingdom (9 per cent), the 

USA (8 per cent) and Spain (7 per cent). In terms of desti-

nation countries, there was considerable overlap with the 

top-five lists of young people in the other V4 countries. 

Germany and the United States were among the top des-

tinations in all four countries. The UK and Spain were still 

at the top of the Czech and Polish lists, and Austria was 

on the list of young Slovaks.

MAIN FINDINGS

•  More than half of young Hungarians (52 per cent) are 

in some form of regular employment, whereas one 

quarter have no job at all (27 per cent). Among V4 

countries, the proportion of casual workers is lowest 

among young Hungarians (8 per cent) and Hungary also 

has the largest number of workers with open-ended  

(permanent) contracts (40 per cent).

•  One-third of young people of secondary school age 

(15–18 years old) are employed (30 per cent) and one-

sixth (15 per cent) are employed full time The propor-

tion of those in work increases significantly with age.

•  In almost all V4 countries, more women than men drop 

out of their careers or are overqualified for the work 

they do, but the gender gap is largest in Hungary.

•  Young Hungarians are more or less evenly split in terms 

of preferences for working in the workplace or from 

home. Working from home is most popular among 

secondary school students, and least popular among 

the lowest and highest wealth categories. Fewer 

Fidesz voters have a strong preference for working 

from home.

•  In all V4 countries, young people consider the fol-

lowing three factors the most important for finding 

a job: expertise, education level and contacts. At the 

same time, in Hungary alone, contact with influen-

tial people is considered more important than work  

experience abroad.

•  In Hungary, the effect of political affiliation on emigra-

tion is huge: three times as many opposition support-

ers (36 per cent) and twice as many undecided voters 

(24 per cent) want to leave the country as do young 

supporters of the government (12 per cent). It is also 

true in the other V4 countries that opposition support-

ers and undecided voters show a greater willingness 

to emigrate, but the differences between the political 

groups are much smaller.
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'SINGLe' AND 'IN A  
ReLATIoNSHIP' ARe THe  
MoST CoMMoN  
ReLATIoNSHIP STATUSeS 

The data from our study shows that by far the most com-

mon marital status among young people in all V4 coun-

tries is ‘single’, but the proportions differ considerably from 

country to country. The proportion of single people in this 

age group is lowest among Hungarians (41 per cent), and 

highest among Czech 15–29-year-olds (51 per cent). The 

second most common status is ‘unmarried relationship’.20  

Throughout the whole region, Hungary has the highest 

proportion of young people living together in an unmar-

ried relationship (25 per cent). Such a relationship does 

not necessarily imply cohabitation. In Hungary, every sixth 

young respondent cohabits, as does every fifth in Slovakia.

Married cohabitation is less common in all four countries 

compared with the two abovementioned statuses. Among 

young people in this age group, just 9 per cent of Czechs, 

12 per cent of Slovaks and 13 per cent of Hungarians live 

in a relationship legitimised by the state, and even among 

Poles, the proportion is less than one in seven. As may 

be expected, as people age, the proportion of those who 

are either married or cohabiting with a partner increases, 

whereas the proportion of singles decreases. In the case 

of young Hungarians, this means that while 90 per cent 

of 15-year-olds describe themselves as single, just 37 per 

cent of 20-year-olds and 29 per cent of 29-year-olds are 

not in any form of relationship, whereas the dynamics of 

marriage are reversed.

Among the oldest age group, approximately one-third are 

married, but this is true of only 7 per cent of 20-year-olds, 

and at the age of 15–16 the proportion of those who 

are married is below the margin of error. However, the 

data also clearly indicates that the traditional, conserv-

ative family model does not predominate even among 

28–29-year-olds, as the most common status among them 

is cohabitation, at 35 per cent. All this is interesting in light 

of the fact that, especially in Hungary and Poland, con-

servative and right-wing governments strongly prefer and 

openly support the institution of marriage and the birth of  

children within marriage.21 

Marriage is not the most popular form of relation-
ship among young Hungarians. even among those 
over 25, most live in a cohabiting relationship.

IN ADDITIoN To TRADITIoNAL 
FoRMS, YoUNG PeoPLe ARe 
CHARACTeRISeD BY A MULTI-
TUDe oF ALTeRNATIVe  
ReLATIoNSHIP TYPeS

Consistent with the above data, young people in the V4 

countries live in an extremely diverse range of relationship 

types (Figure 8). Our research recorded nearly 70 different 

living arrangements in each country, going far beyond the 

traditional mother-father-children model.22 In Slovakia, 17 

per cent of 15–29-year-olds live according to alternative 

arrangements, whilst the figures in other Central Euro-

pean countries are around 14 per cent. However, there 

are typical modes of cohabitation that are very similar in 

all the V4 countries. This is because a relative majority of 

young people live in the ‘issuing’ family, in other words, 

in the nuclear family in which the respondent was raised 

by their parents, generally with at least one sibling. This 

model is most common in Slovakia (27 per cent) and is true 

of around 20 per cent in Poland and Hungary. Another 

9–10 per cent of 15–29-year-olds also live within a nuclear  

family but have no siblings.
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The second most common form of household is when 

the young person no longer lives with their issuing family, 

but with their chosen partner, without a child. This is least 

common in Slovakia (13 per cent) and most common in 

Hungary (19 per cent). Closely related to this, at least one 

in ten young people in Central Europe already have both 

a partner and a child.

Two other common household models are worth noting. 

Of those aged 15–29, 4 per cent of Slovaks, 6 per cent of 

Hungarians and 9 per cent of Poles live alone, individually 

covering all household expenses.

Finally, the most common type of the so-called truncated  

family is the single-parent household, in which the 

respondent lives together with their mother and sibling(s).  

Such family arrangements, which entail serious sociological  

disadvantages,23 are most common in Hungary (12 per 

cent) and least common in Poland (8 per cent). In Hungary, 

almost half of respondents indicated that in some form or 

another they live with their mother, but the proportion of 

those who (also) live with their father is more than 10 per 

cent lower (38 per cent). The data also points to an impor-

tant phenomenon in the Hungarian demographic situa-

tion: the number of divorces in the country has been high 

in recent decades. According to the CSO, there were 591 

divorces for every 1,000 marriages in the 2000s.24  Between 

divorced parents, Hungarian judicial practice is much 

more likely to award custody of children to the mother. 

As a result, the majority of single-parent households in  

Hungary consist of a mother and child(ren).

FIGURE 8. TYPICAL FAMILY LIVING CoNDITIoNS oF YoUNG PeoPLe IN V4 CoUNTRIeS (WHo Do YoU LIVe 
WITH IN A HoUSeHoLD?) (AT LeAST 2% CITATIoN IN SeVeRAL CoUNTRIeS), IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021, author’s calculations. 
Any differences in the presentation result from the decimal not being shown.
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Among the V4 countries, the truncated, single- 
parent household model, in which a young person 
lives with their mother and perhaps siblings, is most 
common in Hungary (12 per cent).

As one would expect, the younger the respondent, the 

more likely they are to live in the issuing family, thus gen-

erally with their parents. Some 43 per cent of Hungari-

ans aged 15–18 live with their parents and siblings, and 

another 13 per cent with just their parents. Over the age 

of 25, however, these proportions are vastly lower: just 8 

per cent of those in the oldest age group live with their 

parents and siblings, whereas 6 per cent live with just their 

parents. More than one quarter of those aged 25 and over 

cohabit with a partner, and a further fifth live in a house-

hold with their partner and child(ren).

HoTeL MUM AND DAD  
IS IN oPeRATIoN

The fact that, ultimately, a relative majority of young people  

live with their parents is considered acceptable by 45 per 

cent of Hungarians aged 15–29 as this is the simplest and 

most convenient solution for them. However, more than 

one-third would like to move out of ‘hotel mum and dad’ 

if their financial circumstances allowed. About 5 per cent 

of 15–29-year-olds cannot live alone because their parents 

would not allow it.

The relationship between young people and their parents 

in the V4 countries can be described as, if not harmo-

nious, at least free from fundamental, open conflicts. 

Among respondents, 80 per cent or in some cases 90 

per cent either get along very well with their parents, 

or, even if there are minor conflicts, these do not funda-

mentally endanger the parent–child relationship. Among 

15–29-year-olds, however, 7 per cent of Slovaks, 8 per 

cent of Czechs, one in eight Hungarians, and 15 per cent 

of Poles have a problematic or even highly problematic 

relationship with their parents. Nevertheless, there are no 

major signs of outright revolt. Based on the data, the older 

age groups get along best with their parents, whereas the 

younger groups report more conflicts. It is important to 

point out, though, that these are the groups who are pro-

portionally most likely to live with their parents’ genera-

tion, and the proportion of people who leave the issuing 

family increases with age.

In terms of young people’s attitudes in the V4 
countries, including young Hungarians, there is no 
empirical evidence of outright revolt or open oppo-
sition to the views of their parents, or of household  
conflict. According to the data, household cohabi-
tation between 15–29-year-olds and their parents is 
relatively harmonious.

One source of conflict may be when parents want to 

be involved in all important matters affecting their chil-

dren, to limit their decisions or at least to have a strong 

influence. However, young people in the V4 countries do 

not seem to perceive serious contradictions in this area. 

Indeed, every second 15–29-year-old living in a V4 country 

reports that they decide on important issues that affect 

their life entirely independently, and another four-tenths –  

although there are some divergences in this area – report 

that they make decisions together with their parents. Only 

4–5 per cent say that their parents decide on all substan-

tive issues that affect them. The correlation between har-

monious or conflicting coexistence with parents and deci-

sion-making competences on important issues can best be 

seen in the fact that the proportion of young people who 

report having a very good relationship with their parents is 

well above average among those who say they make joint 

decisions, that they communicate with one another, and 

that the level of inter-family communication is high. At the 

same time, in a parent–child relationship where conflict 

is reported, it is more likely that either the 15–29-year-

old respondent or the parents make all the decisions. The 

source of the harmonious relationship is thus communica-

tion, and conflict results from the lack of it.

The source of a harmonious relationship is thus com-
munication, and conflict results from the lack of it. 
Among young people who have a very good rela-
tionship with their parents, the proportion of those 
who make important decisions together is well 
above average.

Independent decision-making power gradually comes to 

predominate in all V4 countries from about the age of 20.25 

Based on the polynomial trend line – which compensates 

for any unevenness caused by the low number of data 

points – in Poland it is around the age of 20 that the major-

ity – that is, above 50 per cent – decide on important issues 

independently, followed by young Hungarians and Slo-

vaks, who reach this point between the ages of 20 and 21. 
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Young Czechs are the last to make decisions entirely inde-

pendently, at around the age of 22. There is a gap of 

at least two, and generally closer to three or four years 

between legal adulthood and independent decision- 

making competence.

Young people in the V4 countries gradually develop 
their own decision-making powers from the age of 
20. There is therefore a gap of at least two and gen-
erally closer to three or four years between legal 
adulthood and independent decision-making com-
petence. Young Hungarians are no different from 
their Central european counterparts in this regard.

A VISIoN oF oNe‘S oWN  
FAMILY: PReFeRABLY MARRIeD 
AND WITH CHILDReN YeT  
NoT AT ANY CoST

It emerged from the above subchapter that the majority of 

young people in Central European countries still live in the 

issuing family, with the proportion of those in charge of 

their own household not reaching one-third in any coun-

try. It is important, however, to ask what 15–29-year-olds 

envision for their future family life. Are they planning their 

own family, and, if so, would it be based on marriage or 

cohabitation? Do they want children and, if so, at what 

age do they think it would be ideal to have them?

The majority of young people in the V4 countries, includ-

ing 57 per cent of Hungarians, envision their future as 

married with children. This is also true of 62 per cent of 

Czech and Slovak 15–29-year-olds, whereas 52 per cent 

of Polish people of a similar age have the same ambition. 

Some 6–8 per cent would prefer marriage without a child, 

with the exception of Slovaks, where just 4 per cent hope 

to marry but not have children. Cohabitation (with a part-

ner but not married), with or without a child, appeals to 

around 8–9 per cent of respondents, whereas the option 

of having a child alone is not very popular, chosen by just 

6–9 per cent, depending on the country. The opinions of 

Hungarians aged 15–29 do not diverge much from the 

norm in any of these questions and are in line with the 

Central European average. This is particularly interest-

ing given the fact that the country’s political leadership, 

which has been presenting itself as a conservative-Chris-

tian-right-wing government since 2010, is uniquely gen-

erous in Europe in supporting the highest possible number 

of children in marriage.

The majority of young people in the V4 countries, 
including 57 per cent of Hungarians, envision their 
future as married with children.

It is therefore worth examining this highly politicised issue 

in terms of ideological orientation (left–right, liberal–con-

servative, and moderate–radical), as well as pro-govern-

ment vs opposition.26 Perhaps surprisingly, at the p≤0.05 

level, visions for a future family can be correlated only 

with the first of these three ideological scales. Nearly 

three-quarters of young Hungarians with a strongly right-

wing position (choosing a value of 9–10) would like to 

get married and have children, whereas among strongly 

left-wing young people (a value of 1–2) this proportion is 

57 per cent. Although left and centre-left 15–29-year-olds 

are more likely than average to want marriage or cohab-

itation without children, it can by no means be said that 

young people on the left reject either the institution of 

marriage or having children.

There is unquestionably a difference in the family plans 

of pro-government and opposition-supporting voters 

(Pearson R2 = 9.635, sig = 0.047, Cramer ’V = 0.107). 

Among pro-government voters, more than seven out of 

ten support the traditional family model, whilst support 

for this among opposition voters is 11 per cent lower.27 

On the other hand, the acceptance of alternative family 

models is consistently higher among opposition support-

ers than among supporters of the government. However, 

when running a binary logistical regression model to 

examine the factors influencing the choice of the classic 

‘conservative’ family model, it was found that of the nine 

sociodemographic, sociocultural, ideological, and political 

variables involved, gender and left-right orientation had a 

significant effect.28 In this instance, pro- or anti-govern-

ment positions no longer affected views on the traditional 

family model, presumably as the left–right axis cancels the 

effect of the choice between political groupings.

In Hungary, there is an important difference in the 
family plans of young left-wing and right-wing peo-
ple. The more right-wing 15–29-year-olds are, the 
more likely they are to want to get married.
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THe WILLINGNeSS oF  
YoUNG HUNGARIANS To 
HAVe CHILDReN IS NoT  
eXCePTIoNAL IN  
CeNTRAL eURoPe

Another aspect of family plans is having children. Young 

people in all V4 countries have very similar hopes in this 

regard. In effect, 15–29-year-olds in all four nations, if they 

answer the question, want an average of 2.1–2.2 chil-

dren, so there is no significant difference between their 

responses. Still, it is worth examining the data in a little 

more depth, as there are some differences in their inter-

nal distribution. There are two questions regarding inten-

tions to have children: firstly, whether one wants to have 

children in the future, and, if so, how many. About one 

quarter of young Poles and slightly more than one-fifth of 

young Hungarians reported that they did not want chil-

dren, whereas among Czechs and Slovaks these propor-

tions were under 20 per cent. It is also interesting that the 

views of young Hungarians are quite polarised in this area: 

16 per cent want one child – this is the highest proportion 

among the four countries – but 24 per cent want three or 

more (the second highest after Poland). That is, although 

on average Hungarian 15–29-year-olds also envision an 

average of 2.12 children, compared with young people of 

a similar age from other Central European countries, there 

are both more who want no children or at most one child, 

and more who want a large family. 

As with the question regarding hopes for a future family, 

we also examined respondents’ desire to have children in 

terms of ideological and political affiliation. As we have 

pointed out several times, the scientific issues of demogra-

phy in Hungary have become important topics of everyday 

political communication over the past decade, and the 

question of childbearing has become highly politicised.

Of left-to-right, liberal–conservative, and moderate–radical 

axes, the liberal vs conservative axis correlates most closely 

with the number of children a respondent wants (Pearson 

R2 = 35.845, sig = 0.000, Cramer ’V = 0.114).29  Those who 

consider themselves very conservative want more children 

than those who are very liberal, among whom a remark-

ably high proportion do not want children (Figure 8).  

Thus, on a scale ranging from liberal to conservative, there 

is an increase in the number of children envisioned.

Similar differences can be seen between government and 

opposition supporters. More than one quarter of pro-gov-

ernment voters want three or more children, compared 

with only 15 per cent of opposition voters. Some 46 per 

cent of them want two children, compared with 41 per 

cent among Fidesz supporters.

The more conservative the young Hungarian, the 
more likely they are to want three or more children. 
Among those with liberal views, however, a higher 
proportion do not want children.

The regression model of the factors influencing child-

bearing nuances the descriptive statistical results given 

above as three separate explanatory variables significantly 

influence the desired number of children: frequency of 

church attendance, liberal or conservative attitude, and 

gender.30 The more frequently one attends church, the 

more likely one is to want more children; Similarly, the 

more conservative one is, the more children one plans to 

have, and finally, women/girls tend to want a larger num-

ber of children. Two additional factors are worth noting. 

On one hand, the effect of age on childbearing is not 

significant, in other words, we cannot state unequivocally 

that the older the respondent, the more likely they are to 

want more children, and from a political point of view, the 

effect of the dichotomous pro-government versus pro-op-

position variable disappears in the regression model. Party 

preference, therefore, when controlled by other variables, 

does not affect the intention either to marry or to have 

children.
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Finally, to conclude the chapter, it is worth noting that 

among the V4 countries, young Hungarians plan to have 

children at the oldest age (28.31) and Poles at the young-

est (27.63). It should be emphasised, however, that in 

terms of young people’s hopes in this regard, the similari-

ties are in fact greater than the differences, as the discrep-

ancy between the lowest and the highest value is less than 

one year. It is important to point out that the expected 

year of childbearing indicated by young Hungarians is very 

close to the official data of the Central Statistical Office. In 

Hungary, women give birth to their first child at an aver-

age age of 28.9.31 According to our data, the age at which 

the first children are born, in spite of all political efforts, is 

unlikely to decrease significantly.

There is no significant difference between young 
people in Central european countries in terms of the 
planned date for having their first child. This aver-
age age is about 28 years: 15–29-year-old Hungari-
ans plan to have their first child a little later than the 
average, whilst Poles of the same age a little earlier 
than the average.

FIGURE 9. PLANNeD NUMBeR oF CHILDReN IN ReLATIoN To LIBeRAL–CoNSeRVATIVe oRIeNTATIoN  
AND GoVeRNMeNT–oPPoSITIoN, IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021, author’s calculation.  
The data is presented in accordance with the relevant rounding rules. In some cases original values would not  
add up to 100% without arbitrary determination, so that original values were kept instead. This explains eventual 
deviations in the graph. 
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MAIN FINDINGS

•  Marriage is not the most popular form of cohabitation among young Hungarians. 

Even among those over 25, most live in a cohabiting relationship.

•  Among the V4 countries, it is most common in Hungary (12 per cent) that a young 

person lives with their mother and possible sibling(s) in a truncated family, that is, 

a single-parent household model.

•  There is no empirical evidence in the attitudes of young people in V4 countries,  

including Hungary, of outright revolt or open opposition to the views of their par-

ents, or of conflict-ridden cohabitation. According to the data, coexistence between 

15–29-year-olds and their parents is relatively harmonious.

•  The source of harmonious coexistence with parents is communication, while this is 

lacking in parent-child relationships characterised by conflict. Among young people 

who have a very good relationship with their parents, the proportion of those who 

make important decisions together is considerably higher than average.

•  From the age of about 20, young people in V4 countries gradually develop inde-

pendent decision-making powers. There is therefore a gap of at least two and  

generally closer to three or four years between legal adulthood and independent  

decision-making competence. Hungarian young people are no different from their  

Central European counterparts in this regard.

•  The majority of young people in the V4 countries, including 57 per cent of Hungarians, 

envision their future as married with children.

•  In Hungary, there is an important difference in the family plans of young left-wing and 

right-wing people. The more right-wing 15–29-year-olds are, the more likely they are 

to want to get married.

•  The more conservative the young Hungarian, the more likely they are to want to have 

three or more children. Among those with liberal views, however, a higher proportion 

do not want children.

•  There is no significant difference between young people in Central European coun-

tries in terms of the planned date for having their first child. This average age is about 

28 years: 15–29-year-old Hungarians plan to have their first child a little later than the 

average, whilst Poles of the same age a little earlier than the average.
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INDIVIDUALISM, HeALTH  
AWAReNeSS AND oPTIMISTIC 
PeRSoNAL eXPeCTATIoNS

As the data in Figure 10 shows, the value preferences 

of young Hungarians are primarily focused on personal 

empowerment (responsibility, career and independence 

are at the forefront).

As in the other V4 countries, alongside individ-
ual empowerment, health awareness and appear-
ance are also of preeminent importance for young  
Hungarians.

By contrast, forms of collective action (political and civic 

activity) and the wearing of brand label clothing are least 

important to young Hungarians. The most and least impor-

tant values were the same in the other V4 countries. Indi-

vidualism and low rates of political activity among young 

people reflect global trends. According to some studies, 

young people’s disengagement from politics does not 

stem from their personal value choices but from the fact 

that they consider the existing political system inadequate 

(Cammers et al. 2014). This is supported by other studies, 

based on Eurobarometer data, which show that young 

people show higher levels of political and civic participation 

in more mature, well-established democracies (Kitanova 

2019). In light of these findings, it is not surprising that 

public engagement is less important to young people of 

the region, whereas according to our data, this is accom-

panied by an emphasis on individual, self-centred goals.

FIGURE 10. IMPoRTANT VALUeS AMoNG YoUNG HUNGARIANS  
(HoW MUCH ARe THe FoLLoWING ITeMS IMPoRTANT To YoU?), IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021.  
The data is presented in accordance with the relevant rounding rules. In some cases original values would not  
add up to 100% without arbitrary determination, so that original values were kept instead. This explains eventual  
deviations in the graph.
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One commonality among young people in all V4 countries 

is that a healthy lifestyle (healthy eating and exercise) is of 

paramount importance. At the same time, it is notewor-

thy that one’s personal appearance and financial situation 

are important for the majority of young Hungarians and 

Poles, while this is true of far fewer young Czechs and 

Slovaks. Attitudes towards marriage and childbearing are 

similar across the region, with a majority of young people 

in all V4 countries considering these life events important. 

At the same time, university graduation has a subordi-

nate position among the priorities of young Hungarians, 

and Hungary has the lowest higher education rates in the 

region, though the relative majority of Hungarian young 

people (49 per cent) do consider graduation important.

Responsibility and starting a family are more impor-
tant for women and those over 25.

In terms of perceptions of responsibility and marriage, the 

difference between women and men was similar to that 

between 15–18-year-olds and 25–29-year-olds. However, 

with regard to childbearing, the age gap was significantly 

larger than the gender gap: whereas having children is, 

on average, 14 per cent more important for women than 

for men, those aged 25–29 rate it as 20 per cent more 

important than do those aged 15–18. In contrast, how-

ever, political participation, branded clothing and sports 

are less important to women than to men. For 25–29-year-

olds, university graduation, sports, branded clothing and 

appearance are all less important than among 15–18-year-

olds.

Among young people in V4 countries, Hungarians 
are least satisfied with their lives yet most optimistic 
about the future.

Although the majority of young Hungarians are mostly or 

very satisfied with their lives (57 per cent), this proportion 

lags behind the other V4 countries (Figure 11). However, 

four-fifths of young Hungarians are optimistic in terms of 

personal expectations, which is the highest rate within the 

V4. It is a regional trend that the proportion of young peo-

ple optimistic about the future of the country lags signifi-

cantly behind positive personal expectations. The majority 

of young Hungarians are pessimistic about the country's 

future, however, rates of pessimism regarding the nation’s 

future are even higher in the other V4 countries. 

The differences between the various age subcategories 

of young Hungarians are moderate but do surpass the 

margin of error: personal dissatisfaction and pessimism 

about the country both increase with age. Those aged 

15–18 are more satisfied with their lives (61 per cent) than 

25–29-year-olds (54 per cent). They are also more opti-

mistic about the future of the country (33 per cent) than 

those aged 19–24 or 25–29 (26 per cent–26 per cent). 

The majority of young Hungarians have similar rates of 

satisfaction with their family life (62 per cent), their circle 

of friends (59 per cent) and their education (55 per cent), 

as with life in general. 

According to data from the European Social Survey, it is 

generally the case in most European countries that sup-

porters of the government are happier than opponents 

(Patkós–Farkas 2020). The Hungarian data from our 

research, when broken down along political lines, also 

supports this conclusion. Among young people who 

support the government, significantly more are satisfied 

with their lives (65 per cent) than among opposition sup-

porters (56 per cent) or undecided voters (54 per cent).  

The difference is somewhat smaller as regards personal 

expectations, as optimism predominates among all politi-

cal persuasions (pro-government 82 per cent, opposition 

79 per cent, undecided 76 per cent). In contrast, pessi-

mism about the future of Hungarian society is character-

istic mainly of young people who support the opposition 

(43 per cent) or are undecided (31 per cent) but is much 

less evident among young supporters of the government 

(17 per cent). 
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FIGURE 11. LIFe SATISFACTIoN AND eXPeCTATIoNS FoR THe FUTURe IN V4 CoUNTRIeS, IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021.  
The data is presented in accordance with the relevant rounding rules. In some cases original values would not  
add up to 100% without arbitrary determination, so that original values were kept instead. This explains eventual 
deviations in the graph. 
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THe FeARS oF YoUNG  
HUNGARIANS ARe PRe- 
DoMINANTLY PoST-MATeRIAL

As in the other countries of the region, climate change is 

the overriding fear among young people in Hungary (only 

in Poland has climate change been pushed into second 

place). Though it is considered a serious threat by a majority 

in all education categories (Figure 12), this fear is even more 

prevalent among those with higher levels of education. 

Young people with higher levels of education are also 

more concerned about problems of social justice and 

corruption. The former was one of the key issues in all 

V4 countries, but corruption is of concern to significantly 

more young people in Hungary (12–17 per cent) than in 

the other V4 countries.

The fears of young Hungarians are predominantly 
post-material (climate crisis, social injustice, and  
corruption) and are least afraid of crime, immigra-
tion and terrorism.

FIGURE 12. FeARS AMoNG YoUNG HUNGARIANS  
(ISSUeS FRIGHTeNING HUNGARIAN ReSPoNDeNTS 'A LoT'), IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021. 
Any differences in the presentation result from the decimal not being shown.
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Among those with lower education levels, some-
what more are worried about unemployment and 
physical threats, whilst a striking proportion of grad-
uates are worried about climate change, inequality 
and corruption.

By mid 2021, the public health and economic crisis caused 

by the pandemic had no more than a moderate impact on 

the fears of young Hungarians. Only approximately one-

third of respondents feared serious illness, pandemic or 

unemployment, which correlated with results across the 

region, though significantly more respondents specifically 

feared serious illness in Poland and Slovakia. At the same 

time, it is important to note that unemployment is of less 

concern to young Hungarian graduates. This is in line with 

the fact that the economic crisis caused by the coronavirus 

pandemic has had a less severe impact on young Hungar-

ians with high levels of education (Köllő – Reizer 2021, 

Bíró-Nagy – Szászi 2021).

The issue of immigration dominated the Hungarian polit-

ical agenda until 2018, when the government, through 

an intensive anti-migration electoral campaign, decisively 

turned public opinion against immigration. Among other 

factors, this was one of the reasons for its success in the 

2018 election (Bíró-Nagy 2021). However, the impact of 

this seems to have diminished significantly by 2021. In 

all countries in the region, only one-fifth of young peo-

ple report particular concern about immigration or ter-

rorism. Worries related to other physical threats (violent 

assault, falling victim to robbery) are also among the least 

commonly reported in Hungary, as they are in the Czech 

Republic and Slovakia. At the same time, these fears 

related to feelings of physical security are more common 

among young Hungarians with lower levels of education.

STRoNG ANTI-RoMA SeNTI-
MeNTS BUT MoDeRATe  
ToLeRANCe oF ReLIGIoUS 
AND SeXUAL MINoRITIeS

In all the V4 countries, the order of young people's hostil-

ity towards different groups is the same. The vast majority 

of young Hungarians (82 per cent) would be disturbed if 

drug addicts moved to their neighbourhood (Figure 12). 

Nearly half (45 per cent) would be unhappy if a Roma 

family moved into their neighbourhood, which is similar 

to attitudes among Czechs and Slovaks but twice as high 

as among Poles.

I’ve been to a couple of gypsy villages  
already. Now the law is, if you have three 
children you don’t pay tax. They’re definite-
ly going to abuse that, I don’t even see the 
point. Here’s an example: they got a play-
ground from some grant or other, but two 
months later the playground equipment 
is at the scrapyard. I don't get what that’s 
about. There are gypsies and blacks you can 
trust but for sure not 100 per cent of them. 

(Boy, 16, Nyékládháza)

Fewer young Hungarians would be disturbed by a 
Muslim neighbour than by a Roma family.

Hostility towards Muslims in Hungary is the same as in Slo-

vakia (30 per cent), higher than in Poland (23 per cent) but 

lower than among young people in the Czech Republic 

(37 per cent). Young people are least likely to express hos-

tility towards homosexuals and Jews. At the same time, it 

is striking that of the V4 countries, Hungary has the high-

est rate who said they would be disturbed by the presence 

of a gay (19 per cent) or Jewish (15 per cent) neighbour, 

though levels of hostility towards homosexuals are similar 

in Slovakia.
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There are marked differences in hostility between different 

age subgroups. Those aged 25–29 are most likely to have 

negative feelings towards Roma (51 per cent), Muslims 

(34 per cent) and Jews (17 per cent). It is striking, how-

ever, that 15–18-year-olds express the greatest hostility 

towards homosexuals (24 per cent). The middle age group 

of 19–24 is the most accepting of Muslims.

The most striking pattern in the values of young Hungar-

ians is that women, the opposition and the more pros-

perous are significantly more accepting of homosexuality, 

the more prosperous are less tolerant of tax evasion, and 

opposition supporters are more accepting of abortion 

When asked how acceptable different forms of behav-

iour are, we found that the issues of abortion and homo-

sexuality divide young Hungarians: they are rejected and 

accepted in roughly equal measure, similarly to the use 

of contacts when taking care of administrative business. 

Using contacts in a job search, on the other hand, is more 

widely accepted, whilst bribery and tax evasion are clearly 

rejected by the majority of young Hungarians.

The mentality of Hungarians in this regard 
is unacceptable, when you compare it to 
the situation elsewhere. Here I’m pretty 
sure I know quite a few people from my im-
mediate social environment who would be 
outraged if they saw a gay couple holding 
hands on the street, though it’s completely 
natural and unobtrusive. I think we should 
accept this as with any other couple. 

(Girl, 21, Budapest)

A multivariate analysis of the above cases32 shows that 

among young people in Hungary, women are somewhat 

more accepting of abortion (0.3 points on a 10-point scale, 

p <0.05), homosexuality (1.3 points, p <0.01), and more 

unaccepting of tax evasion (0.6 points, p <0.01). Those 

with moderate and high levels of education are more likely 

to reject tax evasion than those with low levels of educa-

tion (0.4 points, p <0.05). At the same time, those with 

higher levels of education consider the use of contacts 

more acceptable when searching for a job (0.6 points,  

p <0.05). Compared with undecided voters, young  

FIGURE 13. HoW WoULD YoU FeeL IF THe FoLLoWING FAMILIeS oR INDIVIDUALS MoVeD  
INTo YoUR NeIGHBoURHooD?, IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021. 
Any differences in the presentation result from the decimal not being shown.
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people who support the government are significantly more 

hostile towards homosexuals (1 point, p <0.01), whereas 

opposition supporters are more accepting (1.5 points, p 

<0.01). Opposition supporters are also more accepting of 

abortion (1.2 points, p <0.01), and the use of contacts 

both when searching for a job (0.6 points, p <0.01) and 

for ‘taking care of business’ (0.3 points, p <0.01).

Compared with those who live in villages, urban residents 

are more accepting of abortion (0.5 points, p <0.05) 

and the use of contacts for settling administrative issues 

(0.4 points, p <0.05). There are also striking differences 

between wealth categories in terms of values. Compared 

with the severely deprived, members of both the finan-

cially stable and most affluent groups are much more 

accepting of homosexuality and much more opposed to 

tax fraud.33 

THe RoLe oF CHURCHeS 
AMoNG YoUNG HUNGARIANS 
IS WeAK

Whereas the role of religion in people’s lives increased 

between 1981 and 2007 in most of the countries  

surveyed, according to the World Values Survey, this trend 

was reversed between 2007 and 2019.

A relative majority of Hungarian young people are 
not religious, and only one in ten attends church  
regularly.

Four out of ten young Hungarians do not belong to any 

denomination (40 per cent). Most young Hungarians who 

are religious profess Catholicism (34 per cent), followed by 

one of the Protestant denominations (14 per cent). The 

proportions of Orthodox Christians (2 per cent), Muslims 

(1 per cent), Jews (0.2 per cent) and other church affilia-

tions (2 per cent) are all very low. However, differences by 

settlement type are important: the proportion those with 

no religious affiliation is much higher in cities (45 per cent) 

and small towns (42 per cent) than among young people 

in villages (29 per cent).

Nearly half of young Hungarians never or almost never 

attend church (46 per cent), most attend less than once 

a month (39 per cent), whereas relatively few attend  

religious events once a month or more (11 per cent). The 

role of religion is much more important in Poland and Slo-

vakia: in these two countries, the proportion of young 

people attending church at least once a month is three 

times higher than among Hungarians (30 per cent–30 per 

cent). However, the role of churches is of even less impor-

tance among young Czechs than among young Hungar-

ians: two-thirds (67 per cent) almost never go to church.

Slightly fewer young Hungarians who live in villages never 

or almost never go to church (41 per cent) than is the case 

in larger towns and cities (45-53 per cent). Frequency of 

attendance at religious services declines with age: while 

14 per cent of 15–18-year-olds attend church at least once 

a month, that figure drops to just half that (7 per cent) 

among those aged 25–29. 

MAIN FINDINGS

•  As in the other V4 countries, in addition to individual 

empowerment, health consciousness and appearance 

are the most important factors for young Hungarians.

•  Responsibility and starting a family are more important 

for women and for those over 25 years of age.

•  Among V4 respondents, young Hungarians are least 

satisfied with their lives yet most optimistic about the 

future.

•  The fears of young Hungarians are predominantly 

post-material (climate crisis, social injustice and  

corruption), whereas they are least worried about 

crime, immigration and terrorism.

•  Somewhat more people with low levels of educa-

tion are concerned about unemployment and phys-

ical threats, while a significant number of graduates 

are worried about climate change, inequality and  

corruption.

•  Fewer Hungarian young people would be disturbed  

by a Muslim neighbour than by a Roma family.

•  The most striking pattern in the values of young Hun-

garians is that women, opposition supporters and the 

better-off are significantly more accepting of homo-

sexuality, the better-off are less accepting of tax eva-

sion, and opposition supporters are more accepting 

of abortion.

•  A relative majority of young Hungarians are not  

religious, and only one in ten attends church regularly.
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eVeRY FIFTH YoUNG  
HUNGARIAN IS INTeReSTeD  
IN PoLITICS

In the decades since the democratic transition of 1989/90, 

many studies have examined the political disillusionment 

and apolitical attitudes of young Hungarians and the  

possible consequences of this for democracy (see Gazsó – 

Laki 2003; Szabó – Kern 2011, Oross – Szabó 2019). How-

ever, the most recent large-scale youth survey conducted 

in the autumn of 2020 (Magyar Ifjúság Kutatás 2020 or 

Hungarian Youth Research 2020), indicated a shift: polit-

ical interest among 15–29-year-olds was beginning to 

increase slightly, as though the Covid-19 pandemic had 

pushed young people out of political apathy (Székely et 

al 2021; Szabó – Oross 2021). That is why it is interesting 

to examine the results of the present research in compar-

ison with both previous Hungarian results and the other 

nations of Central Europe. 

A relative majority of young people in Central European 

countries – ranging from 36 to 50 per cent – have little 

or no interest in politics. Of the four countries surveyed, 

those with the greatest political interest are the Poles,  

of whom 36 per cent are not interested (values 1 and 

2 on a scale of 1 to 5) compared with 30 per cent who 

are interested (values 4 and 5). Young Hungarians aged 

15–29 are the least interested in politics, as exactly half 

of them chose values 1 and 2, whereas only one-fifth are 

interested. Averages of political interest confirm this differ-

ence: young Hungarians have an average of 2.47 points, 

which is lower than the average results of young Slovaks 

(2.69), Czechs (2.81), and Poles (2.85).

Thus, by comparison with other Central European coun-

tries, indications of political interest among young Hun-

garians appear to show a rather negative result. At the 

same time, it is worth comparing these results with the 

data gathered in previous large-scale youth surveys in 

Hungary. These two studies – almost unique in Europe –  

which collect personal responses as part of a survey of 

8,000 people, and the signs of political interest reported 

during our 2021 summer survey reveal almost exactly the 

same results (Figure 14).

Compared with previous results, young Hungari-
ans have become more interested in political affairs 
in recent years, however, this interest still lags far 
behind their Central european peers. 

FIGURE 14. DeVeLoPMeNT oF PoLITICAL INTeReST BASeD oN HUNGARIAN YoUTH ReSeARCH AND  
FeS YoUTH STUDIeS (HoW INTeReSTeD ARe YoU IN PoLITICS?) (AVeRAGeS oN A SCALe oF 1 To 5)

Sources 2000–2020: Szabó – Oross 2021; Hungary – Slovakia: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021. 
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Levels of political interest are higher among men (2.68) 

than women (2.25), and significantly higher among those 

living in the capital than in the rest of the country (2.77). 

However, no such categorical statement can be made with 

regard to the categories of age or subjective appraisal of 

one’s financial situation. At the same time, and in line 

with international research findings, we do find significant  

differences in levels of interest among Hungarians when 

they are categorised according to Bourdieu’s concept of 

cultural capital (mother's highest educational qualifica-

tion, own highest educational qualification). The higher 

one’s mother’s level of education and the more years of 

schooling one has completed, the greater one’s level of 

political interest is likely to be.34 

oNLY oNe-SIXTH oF 
15–29-YeAR-oLDS oFTeN 
TALK To THeIR PAReNTS oR 
ACQUAINTANCeS ABoUT  
PoLITICS

Various youth sociological studies conducted in recent 

years have shown that communication about politics 

within the family is quite sporadic in Hungary (Oross – 

Szabó 2019a; Oross – Szabó 2019b). If parents and their 

children do talk about political issues, these usually take 

the form of interactions within negative contexts, whereas 

politics itself is chiefly associated with exceptionally neg-

ative narratives, including lying and corruption (Szabó – 

Oross 2018, Szabó 2019). The Hungarian Youth Research 

2020 survey also recorded some changes in this area, 

including a slight increase in discussions on political topics 

(Székely et al 2021).

Some 16 per cent of Hungarians aged 15–29 talk often 
or very often to their parents or direct acquaintances 
about political issues. By contrast, 15 per cent never 
talk about such topics and a further 35 per cent do 
so only rarely.

Overall, on the five-point scale, the average political 

conversation of Hungarian young people stands at 2.52 

points, which is the lowest among the V4 countries. Hun-

gary does not lag behind in terms of those who frequently 

discuss politics but rather in the high proportion of people 

who either never or only seldom talk about such topics 

compared with rates among young people in the Czech 

Republic, Poland and Slovakia.

Mostly my parents. It's weird, we’re long 
past that age when mum and dad are  
always right, and I know grown-ups can 
be wrong, too. But at the same time, there 
does come a point where you start to  
wonder who’s really right, and you feel a 
kind of doubt. Reality is completely differ-
ent to what we see in the media and what 
is shared with us, the public because that’s 
an important part of it, too. I don't know 
how big the iceberg is, and how much of it 
lies underneath the surface. If I knew about 
everything, I could give you a vote and put 
my name to it. But I feel like I'm not 100 per 
cent initiated yet, I think I can be knowl-
edgeable, can make bad decisions. Basically, 
I feel like I’m not ready to vote.

 (Girl, 17, Cserkút)

My parents, of course. Reading an article, 
discussing it with our friends, sharing each 
other’s thoughts helps a lot in this. Some 
people don’t agree with this or that, so we 
always get something out of it. 

(Boy, 17, Budapest)

Yes, it’s about how you grew up, and  
what you saw at home from your parents.  
My dad was a miner, and I remember when 
they were still working the mine in Komló. 
We lived completely different then. But I’m 
still trying to live by what I saw from them. 

(Girl, 29, Mindszentgodisa)

A very strong (r = 0.699) correlation can be observed 

between the level of political interest and the frequency 

of political conversations. That is, high levels of interest 

are generally accompanied by frequent conversations on 

the topic, low levels of interest with infrequent political 

discussions. This correlation can be found in all Central 

European countries but is most pronounced in Hungary 

(and lowest, in relative terms, in Poland r = 0.532).
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oN PoLITICAL ISSUeS,  
YoUNG HUNGARIANS TAKe  
A CoNFoRMIST PoSITIoN

Research results from the past 20 years show that young 

Hungarians have consistently professed politically con-

formist views, and the signs of generational rebellion 

could be detected only within narrow sub-strata (Székely 

et al 2021). Our research confirms these findings.

Some 12 per cent of young Hungarians strongly agree 

with their parents, and a further 29 per cent share 

broadly the same political views. Young Hungarians agree 

with their parents to the greatest extent among the V4  

countries.

Some 8 per cent of Hungarians aged 15-29 reported a 

fundamental disagreement with their parents on political 

issues, whilst 10 per cent somewhat disagreed with them. 

Compared with their Czech, Polish and Slovak peers, Hun-

gary shows the lowest rates of nonconformity (Figure 15). 

Still, perhaps the most interesting statistic is how many 

more Hungarian young people do not know their par-

ents' political views and beliefs (17 per cent) than young 

people in other countries (11-11 per cent). This is obvi-

ously related to lower political interest and lower levels of  

political communication.

Women, the youngest age groups, those who live in an 

urban environment, those who judge their financial situa-

tion more favourably, and young Hungarians with higher 

levels of cultural capital all show an increased tendency to 

agree with their parents on political issues. 

FIGURE 15. PoLITICAL CoNFoRMITY AMoNG YoUNG PeoPLe IN THe V4 CoUNTRIeS 
(To WHAT eXTeNT ARe YoUR PoLICY VIeWS AND BeLIeFS IN LINe WITH YoUR PAReNTS’ VIeWS?) 
(DISTRIBUTIoNS AND AVeRAGeS oN A SCALe oF 1 To 5), IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021. 
The data is presented in accordance with the relevant rounding rules. In some cases original values would not  
add up to 100% without arbitrary determination, so that original values were kept instead. This explains eventual 
deviations in the graph. 
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YoUNG HUNGARIANS ARe 
LeAST LIKeLY To BeLIeVe THAT 
THeIR INTeReSTS ARe RePRe-
SeNTeD IN PoLITICAL LIFe

The literature on the apolitical nature of young Hungari-

ans draws attention not only to the negative connotations 

attached to politics but also to the fact that the exclusion-

ary behaviour of the political elite and the lack of avenues 

for young people to engage politically (Oross 2013) may 

also be contributory factors. If they feel that their interests 

are left unrepresented and do not see anyone standing up 

for the values of the young, they will obviously take little 

interest in public issues. This, however, is a vicious circle, 

because the more apolitical they are, the less ‘interest’ and 

importance they will have for those in the political world. 

Perceiving this, meanwhile, young people are likely simply 

to withdraw still further from this sphere.

According to the results of our survey, an absolute 
majority of young Hungarians in the sample (51 per 
cent) feel that their interests are not represented 
in national politics, and only 14 per cent have the  
opposite opinion.

Comparing the opinions of Central European contem-

poraries with this data, it appears that in no country are 

respondents particularly positive about their political rep-

resentation. In each country, around 1–2 per cent feel that 

the interests of young people are represented very well in 

politics, yet in none of the other countries are opinions as 

negative as among Hungarians. The opinions of young 

Czechs aged 15–29 are the least negative (2.52 points 

on a scale of 1–5) and, as indicated, the opinions of the 

Hungarians are the most negative (2.38 average points).

I think there’s no point having a mass  
movement if there’s a small counter-mass 
supported by big money. I think money is 
what really speaks here, in everything. … 
I think politics could be 50 per cent about 
taking into account the views of the young. 
Maybe not 100 per cent, and I mean over 
18s but at least 50 per cent. 

(Boy, 16, Nyékládháza)

Assessments of representation in Hungary depend on 

ideological attitudes and especially on political affiliation. 

The more right-wing and/or conservative respondents are, 

and above all, the more they support the governing party, 

the more likely they are to have a favourable view of the 

representation of young people’s interests in politics.35  

The data also indicates that extreme political polarisation  

processes in Hungary are beginning to take hold at an early 

age, and show a clear pattern: a young Fidesz supporter 

who is right-wing or conservative simply sees a different 

world to the one seen by opposition supporters, who tend 

to be more liberal and more left-wing in their views. 

WITHIN THe V4 ReGIoN, 
YoUNG HUNGARIANS RePoRT 
THe LoWeST WILLINGNeSS  
To VoTe 

Our research also examined different forms of political 

activity that require individual involvement and resources. 

Electoral activity (past and upcoming elections), seeking 

political office, and various forms of democratic civic par-

ticipation, from the signing of a petition through partic-

ipation in the work of parties and NGOs, to taking part 

in demonstrations, which are given different names by 

different authors (Theocharis -van Deth, 2017).

Among young Hungarians, 44 per cent cast their vote in 

the previous parliamentary election.36 Some 18 per cent 

indicated they could have voted but did not, whereas 31 

per cent did not then have the right to vote because they 

were underage. Of those aged 18 or over in 2018 – that 

is, those who had the right to vote in the last election – 

62 per cent indicated that they had done so. However, 

it is worth noting that with the passage of three years,  

significant retrospective distortion is possible.

Comparing the turnout of young people in the V4 countries 

in the previous election is difficult to justify methodologi-

cally, as the elections were based on different arguments 

(from 2021 summer). Elections were held in Slovakia in 

2020, in Poland in 2019 and in the Czech Republic in 2017. 

If we examine the responses of young people, we find that 

the highest rate of participation was among the Slovaks (60 

per cent) and the lowest among the Czechs (41 per cent).
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It may be both more interesting and more methodologi-

cally justified, however, to examine willingness to take part 

in future elections.

Young Slovaks express the greatest willingness to 
participate in a hypothetical parliamentary election 
(overall: 81 per cent), whilst Hungarians are least 
willing (overall: 71 per cent).

The reason for this is principally that of the four coun-

tries, Hungary has the highest proportion of those who 

expressly decline to vote (18 per cent), but there are also 

higher rates of indecision than among their peers in other 

V4 countries.

Among young Hungarians, the willingness to participate 

is lower than average among those attending secondary 

(and possibly primary) education institutions, as well as 

among those who have already left education, those aged 

19–24, and the children of mothers with only eight years 

of primary education. Although, with the exception of 

Poland, in the other V4 countries there is a statistically 

significant difference between the mother's increasing 

educational attainment and an increased willingness to 

vote, in Hungary this variable is especially pronounced, 

given the very low rates of participation among those with 

low levels of education and high rates among those with 

a university degree. 

Traditional forms of political participation (Theocharis-van 

Deth, 2017) include seeking a political function. The prob-

ability of this is low in all countries, and there is little dif-

ference between responses. Currently, 1 per cent of Hun-

garian young people have some form of political function, 

and another 9 per cent would be happy to accept such an 

opportunity, whilst one-third categorically reject the possi-

bility and a further quarter reject it less vehemently. There 

is a clear gender gap in the acceptance and rejection of 

political roles in all four countries studied. This is because 

men are much more open to political functions than 

female respondents. In Hungary, 44 per cent of women 

and 27 per cent of men who answered the question indi-

cated that they would not take on any political role what-

soever, whereas 7 per cent and 12 per cent, respectively, 

indicated a hypothetical willingness.

LeVeLS oF PoLITICAL ACTIVITY 
AMoNG YoUNG HUNGARIANS 
ARe SIGNIFICANTLY LoWeR 
THAN AMoNG THeIR V4 PeeRS

As already mentioned, a number of articles have been 

written in recent years about the apolitical, apathetic and 

passive political character of young Hungarians. These 

analyses, based on empirical data, have consistently indi-

cated that young Hungarians are among the least politi-

cally active in Europe and that this characteristic has not 

altered substantially over time. 

Our research examined participation and intention to  

participate in six forms of democratic activity.37 These are 

as follows:

•  signing a letter of protest, political statement/ support-

ing an online petition (petitions);

•  participating in a demonstration (demonstrations);

•  volunteering or participating in the activities of 

non-governmental organisations, associations, foun-

dations (civil activism);

•  active involvement in a political party or other political 

organization (party work);

•  refusing to buy a product or service for political or  

environmental reasons (boycott);

•  participating in an online policy initiative/group (online 

activity).

 

As a result of the pandemic, from early 2020, it was almost 

impossible to organise street demonstrations38 or even 

collect signatures, so this study did not restrict the time-

frame to the otherwise usual ‘in the last 12 months’.

Whatever form of participation we examine, our 
data clearly indicates that political participation 
and intention to participate among Hungarian 
15–29-year-olds lags far behind that of their peers in 
the other V4 countries.
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Some 26 per cent of young Hungarians indicated that 

they had signed a petition, and another 13 per cent said 

that although they had not yet signed a political petition, 

they might do so in the future. Some 13 per cent had 

attended a demonstration, and a further 19 per cent said 

they planned to do something of that nature in the future. 

About one-fifth indicated activity in a non-governmental 

organisation, and about the same number would be will-

ing to do such work in the future. 6 per cent had assisted 

in the work of a political party but only 6 per cent wished 

to do so in the future. Around 23 per cent had boycotted 

a product for a political or environmental reason, and the 

second-highest proportion (17 per cent) would consider 

doing so in the future. Finally, 11 per cent participated in 

some form of online policy initiative, and another 14 per 

cent might do so in the future.

It is worth putting this data into context. There is no form 

of political activity in which rates of actual and potential 

participation would not be lowest among young Hun-

garians. This is shown in Figure 15, which also indicates 

that, if we add up all forms of participation, one-third of 

Hungarians aged 15–29 were not engaged in any form 

of political activity, whereas in other countries, rates of 

political passivity vary between 10 and 18 per cent.

FIGURE 16. LACK oF PoLITICAL PARTICIPATIoN AMoNG YoUNG PeoPLe IN V4 CoUNTRIeS 
(THeRe ARe DIFFeReNT WAYS To GeT INVoLVeD IN PoLITICS. HAVe YoU DoNe oR WoULD YoU Do ANY  
oF THe FoLLoWING ACTIVITIeS?) (DISTRIBUTIoN oF ‘NoT INVoLVeD’ CATeGoRY), IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021. 
Any differences in the presentation result from the decimal not being shown. 
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INSTITUTIoNAL TRUST AND 
ASSeSSMeNT oF DeMoCRACY

Institutional trust is seen by many as one of the corner-

stones of effective government. According to European 

data, higher levels of institutional trust are associated with 

higher interpersonal trust at the micro level and higher eco-

nomic performance at the macro level, but levels of trust 

are lower and more volatile in the ‘fresh democracies’ of 

Central and Eastern Europe (Boda – Medve-Bálint 2012).

Among young Hungarians, most trust the authorities  

(44 per cent and 43 per cent) and the European Union (42 per 

cent). Political institutions and the media are trusted least 

(below 20 per cent). One-third of young Hungarians trust 

NATO, the courts, NGOs, and local governments, whilst 

one quarter trust trade unions and a fifth trust religious  

institutions.

The trust ranking is similar in other countries of the region. 

In the other V4 countries, too, the army is the most trusted 

institution, whereas the police are also generally regarded 

as trustworthy (third in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, 

and fifth in Poland). Another similarity is that there too 

international organisations are among the most trusted 

institutions. NATO ranks third in the Czech Republic and 

Poland, and fourth in Slovakia, whilst the EU ranks second 

in Slovakia and Poland and fifth in the Czech Republic. In 

the other countries of the region, political institutions are 

likewise generally at the bottom of the list. Overall, young 

Hungarians have the highest average level of overall insti-

tutional trust, followed by the Czechs, whereas young 

Slovaks and Poles have the lowest.

Young Hungarians have most trust in the security 
services and the eU, the least in political institutions 
and the media.

We also examined the correlations between young Hun-

garians’ levels of trust in different institutions. Based on 

this, three groups were clearly outlined. Confidence in 

political institutions (national parliament, national gov-

ernment, political parties) were generally correlated. Lev-

els of confidence in the judiciary and the security services 

(police, military) were likewise strongly correlated. There 

was also a strong correlation between trust in different 

international organizations (EU, NATO).

According to research examining the level of trust among 

Hungarians, there are more members of the ‘trust elite’ 

(who have a higher level of interpersonal and institutional 

trust) among more social people (more active in social 

life, more personal contacts), those who are more highly 

educated, and those who are wealthier and permanently 

employed (Grünhut-Bodor 2015). Among other things, 

the effect of these factors on trust was also examined in 

our study. The effect of various factors on the confidence 

level of young Hungarians was analysed using multivariate 

models.39 To do this, we created a confidence index (rang-

ing from 1 to 5), which is a simple average of 13 questions 

measuring institutional trust.

Levels of trust are significantly higher among supporters of 

the governing party than among undecided voters. Levels 

of trust among opposition supporters do not differ sig-

nificantly from those among undecided voters. All other 

wealth groups have higher levels of trust than the severely 

deprived. Only those with fixed-term contracts have sig-

nificantly higher levels of trust than the unemployed. 

Respondents who attend church also have higher levels 

of trust than those who do not attend religious services. 

However, it contradicts the above study that, based on our 

results, those with higher levels of education have a lower 

level of trust than those with lower levels of education.

Levels of institutional trust among young Hungari-
ans are lowest among the severely deprived and the 
highly educated. on the other hand, young people 
who support the government, who attend church, 
and who have temporary employment contracts 
have the highest levels of institutional trust.

According to a majority of young Hungarians (57 per 

cent), the country needs a strong leader. This is a remark-

ably high proportion, given that in the other countries 

of the region only one-third of young people (29–35 per 

cent) feel the same. At the same time, a majority of young 

Hungarians think that democracy is a good form of gov-

ernment (56 per cent) and that young people need more 

say in politics (54 per cent). Democracy is also positively 

assessed by the majority in the other V4 countries (53–

65 per cent), yet a slightly larger proportion in the other 

V4 countries demand that young people should have a 

voice in politics than is the case among young Hungarians  

(63–70 per cent) 
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Nearly half of young people (48 per cent) believe it is a 

civic duty to vote. This is a median value in the region – 

only in Poland does a sizeable majority (63 per cent) feel 

that voting is a civic duty. It is important to emphasise, 

however, that only one-fifth of young Hungarians consider 

themselves politically informed, which is similar to rates in 

other countries (18–25 per cent). However, there are few 

young people in Hungary (14 per cent) or in the other V4 

countries (16–21 per cent) who believe that dictatorship 

might be better than democracy (Figure 17).

The Hungary-specific questions in our research show that 

there is significant dissatisfaction and disillusionment with 

the current state of governance and democracy. A major-

ity of respondents (56 per cent) believe that one needs 

good contacts with the government to succeed in Hun-

gary. According to one-third of young Hungarians (33 per 

cent), Fidesz can only be removed from power by force. 

Only one in five young people think that elections are free 

and fair (22 per cent), that reliable information is available 

to the public (19 per cent), and that the system of checks 

and balances works (18 per cent).

FIGURE 17. ASSeSSING THe CoNCePT oF DeMoCRACY AND ITS CURReNT STATe IN HUNGARY 

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021.
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MANY CoNSIDeR MATeRIAL 
CoNDITIoNS, CoRRUPTIoN, 
AND CLIMATe CHANGe To  
Be THReATS

The problem map among young Hungarians is dominated 

by the issues of low wages and pensions: four in ten 

named these among the three most important long-term 

challenges (Figure 18). The picture then begins to frag-

ment: poverty and corruption were each singled out by 

29 per cent. Similarly, many young people are concerned 

about the poor quality of public services, including the 

education and health systems.

Most young Hungarians consider low wages and pen-
sions to be the biggest problems of the next decade. 
In addition to other material issues (poverty, quality 
of public services, workforce emigration and unem-
ployment), corruption and climate change are also 
seen by many as major problems. However, the stand-
ard topics of debate between the Hungarian oppo-
sition and government are at the bottom of the list.

FIGURE 18. THe MoST IMPoRTANT CHALLeNGeS oF THe NeXT DeCADe ACCoRDING To YoUNG  
HUNGARIANS (WHICH oF THe FoLLoWING Do YoU THINK WILL Be THe BIGGeST ISSUeS FACING YoU 
CoUNTRY IN THe NeXT DeCADe?), IN %

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021.
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The FES and Policy Solutions study from March 2021 

shows a similar picture for the whole of Hungarian society, 

although the question asked was not the same as in our 

study (Bíró-Nagy – Laki – Szászi 2021).40 According to the 

survey cited, Hungarians consider the high cost of living, 

low salaries and low standard of health care to be the 

country's most pressing problems. In other words, young 

people's perception of the problems, as among Hungarian 

society as a whole, is dominated by material issues, with 

the difference that, based on the present research, issues 

of corruption, emigration and climate change are more 

pressing for young people.

The topic of climate change is of more concern to young 

people in the United States and several European coun-

tries, though the impact of age is significantly influenced 

by how future-oriented people are (Geiger-Velez, 2021). 

In Hungary, young people under the age of 30 are almost 

exclusively the driving force behind political activism on 

this issue (Mikecz 2021).41 Despite this, one quarter of 

respondents listed climate change as among the three 

most important problems (it was fifth place overall on the 

list of problems). This is also a relatively low-rate com-

pared with other V4 countries. Climate change is the most  

frequently cited issue in the Czech Republic (38 per cent), 

the second most (34 per cent) in Slovakia and third most 

(29 per cent) in Poland.

Young Hungarians cited work-related issues as a major 

threat to the country in a similar proportion to climate 

change: these include the emigration of skilled labour (24 

per cent) and the problem of unemployment (23 per cent). 

With the exception of corruption, the standard topics of 

debate between the Hungarian opposition and the rul-

ing party were cited by few as being among the defining 

problems of the next ten years. Inequality, which is a par-

ticularly important issue for the left, was considered one of 

the most important problems by just 16 per cent, whereas 

only 12 per cent cited the weakening of democracy in 

Hungary, which is the key driver of the opposition coali-

tion. Immigration was mentioned by only 12 per cent and 

terrorism by only 5 per cent, though both young people 

and Hungarian society as a whole decisively reject immi-

gration.

The positive worldview communicated by the Hun-

garian governing parties is based on the preserva-

tion of the country's national and Christian values and 

the concept of Christian democracy (Coakley 2021).  

However, these are not important topics for young people, 

and only one in twenty cited a possible loss of national 

identity and the weakening of Christian and traditional 

values as being among the main problems. As yet, very 

few young people appear to consider the Fourth Indus-

trial Revolution to be a serious threat: automation and the 

robotisation of workplaces were likewise listed as among 

the most pressing problems by only 5 per cent of respond-

ents.

YoUNG PeoPLe WANT  
GReATeR ReDISTRIBUTIoN 
WITHoUT INCReASING THe 
eCoNoMIC RoLe oF  
THe STATe

Among various possible redistributive policies, the devel-

opment of the social safety net has the highest support 

in all V4 countries. The position with which the largely 

proportion of young people in all four countries agreed 

was that the government should take greater responsibil-

ity for ensuring that everyone is adequately cared for. In 

both Hungary and Slovakia 72 per cent agreed, whereas 

that was true of 67 per cent in Poland, but just 51 per 

cent in the Czech Republic. A similar proportion of young 

Hungarians agreed that inequalities should be reduced (70 

per cent), while in other countries far fewer agreed (17–32 

per cent).

Regarding an increased role for the state in the economy, 

however, young people in the region are much more scep-

tical. Only one-fifth of Hungarian young people think it 

would be a good idea to increase government ownership 

of businesses and industries. Levels of support for this are 

similar in the Czech Republic and Poland (22 per cent and 

17 per cent, respectively), whereas in Slovakia a significant 

number are in favour of increasing public ownership (36 

per cent). Overall, the data show that young people expect 

a lot from the state yet are much less confident in its ability 

to meet their expectations.

The vast majority of young Hungarians support a wel-
fare state (72 per cent) and a reduction in inequal-
ity (70 per cent). However, only one-fifth of young 
people would approve increased state ownership of 
economic assets.
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By regional standards, the concept of a universal basic 

income is supported by a very large number of young peo-

ple in Hungary. Nearly half of Hungarian young people (47 

per cent) agree with the introduction of an unconditional 

guaranteed income, and only one-fifth reject the idea (22 

per cent), whilst another fifth (21 per cent) are neutral 

towards it. In contrast, a relative majority of young people 

in the other V4 countries reject a universal basic income.

Among the V4 countries, the popularity of universal 
basic income is exceptionally high in Hungary: half 
of young people support (47 per cent) and only a 
fifth oppose (22 per cent) its introduction.

These results are consistent with previous research, accord-

ing to which a majority in Hungary support universal basic 

income (73 per cent) and agree (82 per cent) that the 

state has a responsibility to reduce inequality (Bíró-Nagy - 

Laki - Szászi 2020). Compared with previous research, the 

lower support for basic income is not thought to show a 

trend related to age but is due rather to methodological 

differences42 (different wording of the question), as the 

cited research found a large majority supportive of basic 

income among all age groups.

YoUNG HUNGARIANS TeND 
To Be CeNTRIST, LIBeRAL  
AND MoDeRATe

In our study, young Hungarians could place themselves 

on three ideological axes or ‘thermometers’: left–right, 

liberal–conservative, and moderate–radical on a 1–10 

nonverbal scale. Whereas the first of these was surveyed 

in each of the V4 countries, and is thus comparable, the 

latter two ideological thermometers were presented only 

to young Hungarians. To better place the ideological affili-

ation of young Hungarians, we supplemented the classical 

ideological scales with a fourth question, regarding the 

acceptance of individual political values (labels).

Young Hungarians do not stand out from their peers in the 

other V4 countries on a left-to-right scale. In fact, young 

people aged 15–29 in the V4 countries show more simi-

larities than differences when it comes to left-right value 

orientation. A relative majority of young people in Central 

Europe put themselves in the middle, choosing categories 

5 or 6. With the exception of Poland, 15–18 per cent place 

themselves on the left side of the scale (1–4), while about 

18–25 per cent place themselves on the right (scale values 

7–10) (averages on a scale of 1–10, the Czech Republic: 

5.71; Hungary: 5.45 and Slovakia: 5.41).43 In the case of 

Polish 15–29-year-olds, the distribution is slightly differ-

ent, as one-third place themselves on the left, 29 per cent 

in the centre, and one-fifth on the right (average on a scale 

of 1 to 10 4.98).

The left and right orientations of Hungarian young 
people are essentially the same, at 17 per cent and 
18 per cent, respectively, but more than a quarter 
cannot place themselves at any point on the ther-
mometer.

Among the various Hungarian youth groups, 19–24-year-

olds, women, and those living in an urban, metropolitan 

environment are more left-wing than the average. It is 

worth noting that there is a statistically significant differ-

ence in ideological affiliation between supporters of the 

Fidesz-KDNP government and supporters of the opposi-

tion parties.

Fidesz supporters are much more right-wing (6.18 average 

points) than opposition supporters (5.19), and this ideo-

logical divide is also clearly evident on the liberal–conserv-

ative axis (6.03 points vs. 4.41 points).

As already mentioned, the other two ideological scales 

were not presented to 15–29-year-olds in the other V4 

countries, and so only Hungarian responses can be exam-

ined. On both the liberal–conservative and moderate–

radical axes, 70 per cent of young people were able to 

position themselves, which is slightly lower than on the 

left–right scale (74 per cent). In this three-level ideolog-

ical space, young Hungarians can be described as tend-

ing towards the liberal, moderate and centrist positions.  

A quarter are liberal (1–4), three-tenths are in the middle, 

and one-seventh are conservative (7–10) with an average 

of 4.98 points on the scale. On the moderate–radical axis, 

one-fifth lean towards moderate, 36 per cent are in the 

middle, and 12 per cent describe themselves as more rad-

ical, with an average of 4.97 points on the scale.

Those aged 18 and under, women, those living in an urban 

environment, and supporters of opposition parties are all 

more liberal than average. Because a left-wing orientation 
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was also prominent in similar youth groups, it is worth 

noting that there is a statistically significant, relatively close 

correlation between the left–right and liberal–conserva-

tive scales (r = 0.422**). Thus, the left is mostly liberal in 

Hungary, whilst the right is largely conservative. There is 

not such a close correlation between the moderate–rad-

ical scale and either the left–right or liberal–conservative 

scales.

HUNGARIAN IDeoLoGICAL 
VALUeS ARe HIGHLY FRAG-
MeNTeD, AND LIBeRAL IS  
THe MoST WIDeLY  
ACCePTeD VALUe LABeL

Finally, it is worth examining the acceptance and place-

ment of political value labels in the ideological space. 

We listed 10 value labels from which respondents had to 

select the one that best reflected their political beliefs.

The label with the relatively ‘highest’ rate of accept-
ance is ‘liberalism’, which 17 per cent of young Hun-
garians felt most closely aligned with. The second 
most commonly chosen value label was green/
environmentalist, which was chosen by every tenth 
15–29-year-old.

However, it is clear that even the most widely accepted 

value label is by no means dominant, and it is more accu-

rate to speak of the break-up and fragmentation of young 

Hungarians in terms of values.

It is also worth highlighting ‘order and stability’ (chosen 

by 9 per cent) and ‘pro-Europe, Western-oriented politics’, 

which was chosen by 7 per cent. All other value labels 

were selected by 3–5 per cent of respondents as the most 

accurate expression of their views (except for Social Dem-

ocrat, which was chosen by 1 per cent, so it was combined 

with the value label ‘left-wing’). Approximately one-third 

of respondents were either unable or unwilling to choose 

one of the value labels.

In Figure 19, we placed these value tags onto the left–right 

and liberal–conservative ideological axes. The X axis shows 

left–right, the Y axis liberal–conservative, and the size of 

each sphere is proportional to the number who chose that 

value tag (the larger the sphere, the more popular the 

tag). It is clear that those who are uncertain (value 98) and 

those who accept the pro-Europe label are in the middle. 

There are three labels below them and to the left, and five 

labels up from them and to the right.

There is clearly a convergence between four value 

labels on the right, four in the middle, and two on the 

left. Clearly "proponent of order and stability" (7), as a 

right-wing and more conservative label, correlates with  

Christian Democrat (3), which is otherwise relatively small, 

as well as conservatism (5) and nationalism (6), which is 

the political value farthest to the right. 

Among the labels in the centre, it is worth highlighting 

religious believer (9) and left-wing/social democrat (4), the 

latter of which is very close to the thinking of the ‘average’ 

young Hungarian. In comparison, green/environmentalist 

(8) and especially liberal (1) are closer to each other yet 

are also significantly more left-wing and, of course, more 

liberal value labels than those in the centre.

Finally, examining the value preferences based on the gov-

ernment party-opposition affiliation that divides young 

Hungarians, it turns out that these two strata are almost 

completely complementary. One is strong where the other 

is weak and vice versa, but it also appears that there is 

no dominant (more than 50 per cent) value label in any 

political group. Some 15 per cent of government support-

ers are in favour of order and stability, 13 per cent are 

Christian Democrats, 11 per cent are conservative, and 10 

per cent are nationalists. By contrast, a quarter of opposi-

tion supporters see the liberal value label as the one most 

descriptive of their political beliefs, with a further 12 per 

cent describing themselves as green/environmentalist, 11 

per cent as pro-European, and 10 per cent as left-wing. 

Thus it is clear that supporters of the government tend to 

describe their political views using right-wing concepts, 

whilst supporters of the opposition tend rather to endorse 

left-wing/liberal values. 
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FIGURE 19. ACCePTANCe oF VALUe LABeLS AMoNG YoUNG HUNGARIANS  
(THe FoLLoWING ARe PoLITICAL BeLIeFS. PLeASe CHooSe THe TeRM MoST ReFLeCTIVe  
oF YoUR PoLITICAL BeLIeFS) (%)

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021.

YoUNG HUNGARIANS HAVe 
BoTH A STRoNG NATIoNAL 
AND A STRoNG eURoPeAN 
IDeNTITY

Our study examined the territorial identity patterns of 

young people in Central European countries using a sep-

arate question. The aim was to find out precisely to what 

degree they felt attached to their own country, as well as 

how European they felt, and how much they identified as 

citizens of a given settlement.

In the minds of young Hungarians, consciousness 
of Hungarianness and the image of being a euro-
pean citizen fit together well, perhaps even the best 

among the four nations. It can also be seen from the 
data that global, national and local identities differ 
significantly in type and magnitude, but that narrow 
nationalist thinking by no means characterises the 
identity of 15–29-year-olds in Central europe.

Among the young people of the V4 countries, Czechs and 

Slovaks are most likely to see themselves as citizens of 

their own nation first and foremost (4.02 and 3.98 aver-

age points on a 1–5 scale). Their secondary identity, which 

may be European or municipal, lags slightly behind. Polish 

15–29-year-olds are unique in that they tend to identify 

most strongly with their specific, local environment (3.68 

points), followed by nationality (3.62 points) and then 

Europeanness (3.58 points). However, all three identities 

are very close to one another.
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Hungary is the only country in the V4 in which 15–29-year-

olds consider themselves to be precisely as much Hun-

garian as European (3.92 points), whereas local identity 

scores slightly lower (3.72). It is no coincidence, therefore, 

that the identities most closely associated with Hungarian 

young people are Hungarian and European (r = 0.415).

There is a statistically significant difference in the pattern of 

pro-government and opposition supporters among young 

Hungarians when it comes to identity. Whereas supporters 

of the ruling party think of themselves as belonging first to 

the nation and then to their locality, opposition supporters 

identify first as Europeans, then as Hungarians, and lastly 

identify with their locality. The differences between these 

answers show a declining tendency, however, which is 

lowest among those who identify with their locality 

STRoNG SUPPoRT FoR eU 
MeMBeRSHIP ALoNGSIDe  
SIGNIFICANT ANTI-IMMIGRA-
TIoN SeNTIMeNT

Nativist ideology, the core message of which is a prefer-

ence for native-born inhabitants over immigrants within 

a given polity, is an increasingly dominant phenomenon 

in both US and European political life, with the rise of 

nativist forces significantly shaping party systems in West-

ern countries (Davis et al. 2019). In Hungary, it was not 

new political forces that brought the nativist message but 

rather the ruling Fidesz-KDNP alliance, which built its com-

munication strategy on an anti-immigration narrative dur-

ing the second half of the 2010s (Bíró-Nagy 2021).44 The 

long-term result of the intensive campaign is that almost 

two-thirds of young people (63 per cent) do not agree that 

Hungary should accept more immigrants (Figure 19). The 

Czech Republic and Slovakia reject immigration at similar 

rates (61 per cent and 59 per cent), whereas the propor-

tion of young people who reject immigration is signifi-

cantly lower in Poland (39 per cent).

More young Hungarians are anti-immigration (63 
per cent) than are proud of their Hungarian citizen-
ship (40 per cent). only one-third of young people 
can be considered hard-line nativists (exclusionary, 
pro-assimilationist).

Some 30 per cent of young Hungarians agreed that only 

real Hungarian citizens should live in Hungary; 35 per 

cent agreed that immigrants should adopt Hungarian tra-

ditions and values. Approximately the same number of 

young people was opposed (36 per cent and 28 per cent) 

or neutral on these issues (27 per cent and 30 per cent). A 

relative majority can identify with a positive national con-

sciousness: four out of ten young people have some kind 

of national pride (40 per cent), one-third of young people 

are neutral (30 per cent) and a quarter are not proud to be 

a citizen of Hungary (25 per cent).

FIGURE 20. NATIoNALIST AND NATIVIST ATTITUDeS AMoNG YoUNG HUNGARIANS

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021.  
Any differences in the presentation result from the decimal not being shown.
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When we asked Hungarian research participants to evalu-

ate the current state of different values in Hungary and in 

the EU, there was a very visible difference (Figure 21). On 

average, 22 per cent more people rated the EU as good 

or very good than they did Hungary in terms of the state 

of the values in question. Hungary's prosperity was rated 

the lowest (12 per cent), and this question also marked 

the broadest discrepancy between the EU and Hungary 

(38 per cent). Most rated the domestic security situation 

as good (32 per cent), and this value showed the smallest 

difference (just 3 per cent).

FIGURE 21. YoUNG HUNGARIANS’ eVALUATIoN oF THe SITUATIoN oF VARIoUS VALUeS IN HUNGARY  
AND IN THe eU (PRoPoRTIoN oF THoSe WHo GAVe A ‘GooD’ oR ‘VeRY GooD’ RATING, %) 

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021. 
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Two-thirds of young Hungarians (66 per cent) would vote 

against leaving the EU in a referendum, 12 per cent would 

support HUXIT, and 22 per cent did not respond. Among 

young Fidesz supporters, the proportion of those who 

support leaving is 23 per cent, whereas only 10 per cent 

of those who support the opposition common list feel the 

same way and the figure among the undecided is 9 per 

cent (Figure 21). The proportions are similar in the other 

V4 countries, and although there is 4–5 per cent more 

support for EU exit in Slovakia and the Czech Republic (17 

per cent and 16 per cent), the majority are clearly pro-EU 

everywhere. 

Within the V4, the vast majority of young peo-
ple would like to remain in the eU. The difference 
between political factions is largest in Hungary: only 
one in ten opposition and undecided voters support 
HUXIT, whereas among young supporters of the 
government the same figure is one in five.

The political breakdown of the issue shows an interesting 

pattern (Figure 22). The example of Western European 

countries shows that anti-EU sentiment is tied to conserv-

ative and populist right-wing parties, however, Euroscepti-

cism is primarily a feature of ‘opposition politicisation’ (Kri-

esi, 2007). In the V4 countries, looking at the electorate, 

this pattern is true only for Slovakia, where twice as many 

opposition voters as pro-government voters would vote 

to leave the EU (22 per cent vs 11 per cent). In the other 

countries, by contrast, we can see a precisely opposite 

trend, which is understandable, since in Central Europe, 

unlike in Western Europe, the anti-EU narrative can be 

linked primarily to the ruling, right-wing governments. 

The biggest difference between political groups is in Hun-

gary. The proportion of HUXIT supporters among young 

Fidesz voters is more than twice as high (23 per cent) as 

among supporters of the opposition (10 per cent) and the 

undecided (9 per cent).

FIGURE 22. PRoPoRTIoN oF THoSe WHo WoULD SUPPoRT THeIR CoUNTRY'S eXIT FRoM THe eU (%)

Source: FES Youth Study Central and Eastern Europe 2021. 
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MAIN FINDINGS

•  Young Hungarians have, by comparison with the past, 

become more interested in politics in recent years, but 

this interest still lags significantly behind that of their 

peers in Central Europe.

•  17 per cent of Hungarians aged 15–29 talk to their 

parents or direct acquaintances about political issues, 

and 4 per cent do so frequently. In contrast, 15 per 

cent never talk about such topics, and a further 35 per 

cent do so only rarely.

•  12 per cent of young Hungarians strongly agree with 

the views of their parents, and a further 29 per cent 

share broadly the same political views. Young Hunga-

rians agree with their parents to the greatest extent 

among the V4 countries.

•  An absolute majority of young Hungarians (51 per 

cent) feel that their interests are not represented in 

national politics, and only 14 per cent have the oppo-

site opinion.

•  Young Slovaks express the greatest willingness to take 

part in a hypothetical parliamentary election (overall: 

81 per cent), whereas Hungarians are least willing 

(overall: 71 per cent).

•  Whatever form of participation we examine, our 

data clearly indicates that political participation and 

intention among Hungarian 15–29-year-olds lags far 

behind that of their peers in the other V4 countries.

•  Young Hungarians have the most trust in the security 

services and the EU, and the least in political instituti-

ons and the media.

•  Levels of institutional trust among young Hungarians 

are lowest among the severely deprived and the highly 

educated. On the other hand, young people who sup-

port the government, who attend church, and who 

have temporary employment contracts have the hig-

hest levels of institutional trust.

•  Most young Hungarians consider low wages and pen-

sions to be the biggest problems of the next decade. 

In addition to other material issues (poverty, quality of 

public services, workforce emigration and unemploy-

ment), corruption and climate change are also seen 

by many as major problems. However, the standard 

topics of debate between the Hungarian opposition 

and government are at the bottom of the list.

•  The vast majority of young Hungarians support a wel-

fare state (72 per cent) and a reduction in inequality 

(70 per cent). However, only one-fifth of young peo-

ple would approve of increased state ownership of  

economic assets.

•  Among the V4 countries, the popularity of universal 

basic income is exceptionally high in Hungary: half of 

young people support (47 per cent) and only one-fifth 

oppose (22 per cent) its introduction.

•  The left and right orientations of Hungarian young 

people are essentially the same, at 17 per cent and 18 

per cent, respectively, yet more than one quarter can-

not place themselves at any point on the thermometer.

•  The label with relatively the ‘highest’ rate of accept-

ance is ‘liberalism’, with which 17 per cent of young 

Hungarians felt most closely aligned. The second most 

commonly chosen value label was green/environmen-

talist, which was chosen by every tenth 15–29-year-old.

•  In the minds of young Hungarians, consciousness of 

Hungarianness and the image of being a European citi-

zen fit together well, perhaps even the best of the four 

nations. It can also be seen from the data that global, 

national and local identities differ significantly in type 

and magnitude, yet that narrow nationalist thinking 

by no means expresses the identity of 15–29-year-olds 

in Central Europe.

•  More young Hungarians are anti-immigration (63 per 

cent) than are proud of their Hungarian citizenship 

(40 per cent). Only one-third of young people can be 

considered hard-line nativists (exclusionary, pro-assim-

ilationist).

•  Within the V4, the vast majority of young people 

would like to remain in the EU. The difference between 

the political groups is the largest in Hungary: only one 

in ten opposition and undecided voters support HUXIT, 

whereas among young supporters of the government 

the same figure is one in five.
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In the spring and summer of 2021, with the support of the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, a 

large-scale study employing a number of sociological methods was conducted among 

young people in Central Europe, including Hungary. We examined 15–29-year-olds in the 

Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, and Slovakia using interview, focus group and survey 

methodologies.

If the world view and thinking of Hungarians aged 15–29 had to be described in four 

simple terms, the most applicable might be dissatisfaction, conformity, passivity and 

polarisation.

Dissatisfaction: among the young people of the V4 countries, Hungarians are the most 

dissatisfied with their personal relationships, as well as with their wider environment. They 

judge their current life circumstances, quality of life, and income situation unfavourably 

but are also dissatisfied when it comes to the quality of the school system and training. As 

for the wider political environment, it can be shown that they feel that no one represents 

their interests in national politics, and, presumably closely linked to this, they also strongly 

criticise the Hungarian version of democracy.

However, a critical attitude is not linked to political action. Whatever form of participa-

tion we examine – electoral participation or offline and online political activity – young 

Hungarians are by far the most passive in the region. However, it is worth noting – and 

this complicates the impression of passivity – that in line with the results of the previous 

large-scale youth survey conducted in Hungary in 2020, an increase in political interest 

was recorded. Compared with previous surveys, young Hungarians have become more 

interested in the events of the wider world, yet they remain the least interested in public 

affairs by Central European comparison. At the same time, however, there is a narrow 

segment of politically active individuals, largely comprising students or graduates from 

the larger cities, drawn from among the politically dissatisfied. 

The third adjective that can be applied to Hungarian young people is conformism. There 

is no empirical evidence of general rebellion or open opposition to the views of parents 

in the attitudes of young people in the V4 countries, including Hungary. The continuous 

and unusually long period of forced coexistence sparked by the coronavirus pandemic has 

not negatively affected intergenerational coexistence, nor has it significantly sharpened 

the child–parent relationship within the family. Apart from the lack of a general revolt, 

the Hungarian and Central European data gives no particular indication of political revolt. 

The research experience of the past 20 years in Hungary is that a significant proportion 

of young people consistently express conformity with their families in terms of political 

views, regardless of the political period. Only 18 per cent say they mostly or entirely 

disagree with their parents. Some 12 per cent of young Hungarians strongly agree, and 

a further 29 per cent share broadly the same political views as their parents. Hungarian 

young people agree with their parents to the greatest extent among the V4 countries.

Finally, and this is perhaps one of the most important results of the research, Hungarians 

aged 15–29 are the most divided among young people in Central European countries. 

This means that polarisation begins in Hungary at an early stage of political socialisation, 

and partisan thinking results in strongly divergent responses to almost every question to 

a degree not seen in any of the other countries studied.
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It is worth illustrating this strong statement with a few examples. For instance, we can 

see from the data that when it comes to starting a family and having children, young 

supporters of the government have quite different views to opposition supporters. Like-

wise, Fidesz supporters tend to evaluate the educational situation, income situation and 

personal quality of life differently from someone of a similar age who supports the oppo-

sition. It is no surprise that supporters of the government also have significantly higher 

levels of trust in public institutions than do supporters of the opposition.

Attitudes towards the functioning of democracy and the political system are likewise 

extremely polarised. The vast majority of respondents, including supporters of the oppo-

sition, believe that good government connections are a prerequisite for success in Hun-

gary. According to one-third of young Hungarians (33 per cent) and more than half of 

opposition supporters, Fidesz can only be removed by force. Whereas nearly six in ten 

young supporters of the government say that elections are free and fair in Hungary, the 

proportion of young opposition supporters who say the same is only around 10 per cent. 

The same picture of Hungarian young people as extremely divided is found in response 

to questions concerning public access to reliable information and the system of checks 

and balances.

However, there is one common point that still unites left-wing and right-wing, liberal 

and conservative, opposition-supporting and pro-government young people, and that is 

the relationship with the European Union. As in all the V4 countries, the vast majority of 

young people in Hungary want to remain in the EU. However, even behind this funda-

mental consensus, political differences emerge: only one-tenth of opposition-supporting 

and undecided voters would be pro-HUXIT, however, this rises to one in five among 

supporters of the government. EU, national and local identities fit together well in all 

countries in the region. At the same time, it is extremely important for Hungary’s future 

in the EU that, in terms of every question asked, young Hungarians felt that the various 

values and public policy goals were more effectively realized within the EU as a whole 

than specifically in Hungary.
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1  https://nmhh.hu/cikk/224565/Internetes_kozonsegmeresi_ 
adatok_2021_III_negyedev.

2  Source:https://www.ksh.hu/stadat_files/nep/hu/nep0001.html.

3  Indeed, there were several years in which the total did not even reach 
90,000. Data source: https://www.ksh.hu/stadat_files/nep/hu/nep0006.
html.

4  One typical statistic: while in 1980, 22 per cent of the Hungarian  
population was between 15 and 29 years of age, by 2018 this figure 
had dropped to 17.3 per cent. Source: author’s calculation based  
on CSO data.

5  In 2019, the figure for Hungary on the so-called aging index was  
132.9 per cent, the highest among the V4 and Baltic countries.  
Source: https://www.ksh.hu/stadat_files/nep/hu/nep0053.html.

6  It is very important to stress that, in accordance with Hungarian law, 
interviews were conducted only with persons aged 15 and older.

7  https://www.ksh.hu/docs/hun/xftp/idoszaki/nepmozg/nepmozg20/index.
html.

8  The economic crisis of 2008–2009 was followed by an economic 
boom in Hungary that lasted for almost 10 years. Economic perfor-
mance exceeded the preceding year every year between 2013 and 
2020, and by more than 4 per cent per year between 2017 and 2019. 
Source: https://www.ksh.hu/docs/eng/xstadat/xstadat_eves/i_qpt001.
html. As a result of this economic performance, the minimum wage 
and the guaranteed minimum wage paid to skilled workers also in-
creased significantly between 2016 and 2020. On 1 January 2016,  
the universal minimum wage was HUF 116,000 (≈ €372), while by  
1 January 2020 it had risen to HUF 161,000 (≈€ 459); and skilled 
workers’ guaranteed wages increased from HUF 129,000 (€413) to 
HUF 210,600 (€600). With the introduction of various social benefits 
and tax breaks, between 2017 and 2020 the financial condition of 
Hungarian society improved.

9  Hungarian commitments: share of underperforming 15-year-olds  
according to PISA standards: below 15 per cent; early school leavers: 
below 10 per cent; proportion of people aged 30–34 with tertiary 
education: 34 per cent. 

10  The International Standard Classification of Education, developed  
by the United Nations specialized agency for education, UNESCO, 
aims to make education statistics comparable worldwide.  
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.
php?title=International_Standard_Classification_of_Education_
(ISCED).

11  Linear regression model R² = 0.143; F = 13.94; Sig = 0.000. β values 
of independent variables at each p≤0.05 level: liberal-conservative 
β = 0.1687; moderate-radical β = -0.098; left-right β = 0.085. The  
VIF value nowhere exceeds 2. It is worth noting that subjective assess-
ment of the financial situation is also significant in the model: the  
better the financial situation of the respondent, the more likely they 
are to have a favourable impression of the quality of the Hungarian 
education system (β = 0.093, sig = 0.011).

12   Opposition-government β = -0.237, sig = 0.000.

13  According to our studies, neither sociodemographic factors nor  
ideological affiliation have a statistically significant influence on the 
opinion of young people in this area. All that matters is whether the 
respondent is pro-government or an opposition voter. Supporters of 
the government are less likely, supporters of the opposition more 
likely, to believe that grades and exam results can be purchased in 
Hungary.

14  Those studying for a master's or PhD tend to favour online learning 
(average 6.12 points), but this marked preference is not observed 
among other university students. It is important to note that due to 
the low number of responses, this data is merely indicative. In any 
case, the responding Hungarian postgraduate or doctoral students  
are the most committed to online education, compared with all 
groups of students in all four countries.

15  In the Czech Republic and Poland, however, this factor is statistically 
significant. Nevertheless, even there, the results do not indicate a  
linear relationship between a less favourable financial situation and  
a preference for classroom learning.

16  Source of Eurostat data: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/
view/tipslm80/default/table?lang=en

17  The ‘severely deprived’ are classified as those who do not have 
enough money for basic utility bills and food. The ‘deprived’ group 
covers those who have enough money for these essentials, but cannot 
afford new clothes. Those who have money for food, essential utilities 
and clothing, but not for more expensive things (refrigerator, televi-
sion, etc.) are considered to be in a more stable situation. The more 
prosperous are those who can afford these more expensive things, 
but not, for instance, a car or a flat. The wealthiest are those who can 
afford anything necessary for a good quality of life.

18  We ran an OLS regression in which we included the abovementioned 
factors as category variables. The dependent variable was the re-
sponse value to the home office question. We ran two types of model 
specifications, in the first of which the availability of technology was 
expressed in six values (R² = 0.046), while in the second model, the 
availability of technology was measured according to three values  
(R² = 0.027). The models showed very similar results.

19  In Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech Republic, young people have 
been classified into political categories on the basis of a recent  
hypothetical parliamentary election question. In Hungary, we used  
a question in which respondents could choose between a joint oppo-
sition list and the Fidesz–KDNP list. There was no such question in  
Poland, so we ranked the respondents on the basis of which party 
they voted for in the 2019 elections based on self-declaration. Those 
categorized as undecided or passive voters in Hungary and Slovakia 
could not or did not want to answer the election question, while in 
Poland and the Czech Republic we also included those who said in 
their answer that they would not or did not go to the polls.

20  Different Central European languages express these concepts in  
different ways, which may impact how they are perceived and  
described. With the global spread of social media, however, the term  
‘in a relationship’ has become an increasingly common catch-all term. 
As such, the authors of the study decided to divide the concept of  
‘in a relationship’ into two categories: in a relationship of cohabitation 
with a partner, and in a relationship without cohabitation.

21  Amendment 9 of the Hungarian Basic Law (Constitution) states that: 
‘Hungary shall protect the institution of marriage as the union of one 
man and one woman established by voluntary decision, and the  
family as the basis of the survival of the nation. Family ties shall be 
based on marriage or the relationship between parents and children. 
The mother shall be a woman, the father shall be a man.’

22  The types were designed as follows: each respondent was able to 
specify individually, from the following list of relatives, who they live 
with: ‘WHO OF THE FOLLOWING PERSONS LIVES WITH YOU IN YOUR 
HOUSEHOLD? I live alone; With my mother; With my father; With my 
sibling(s); With my partner or spouse; With my child(ren); With my 
grandparents; With my friends / other relatives; Other.’ Then we 
summed up these dichotomous variables (living with one’s mother or 
not, living with one’s father or not). From this derived variable, the 
indicated forms of household coexistence were created.
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23  According to the Eurostat Poverty Report, single-parent households 
are at increased risk of income poverty across the European Union. 
Source: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?ti-
tle=Income_poverty_statistics/en&oldid=413316#Szeg.C3.A9nys.
C3.A9gi_ar.C3.A1ny_.C3.A9s_k.C3. BCsz.C3.B6b.

24  Source: https://www.ksh.hu/stadat_files/nep/hu/nep0019.html.

25  To the question, ‘DO YOUR PARENTS INFLUENCE IMPORTANT  
DECISIONS CONCERNING YOUR LIFE?’ more than 50 per cent answer 
that they make their own decisions.

26  To aid interpretation, scales of 1 to 10 were transformed into scales  
of 1 to 5.

27  It is noteworthy that the views of right-wing (9-10) and pro-govern-
ment voters are similar, especially when it comes to marriage.

28  Nagelkerke R2 = 0.048, Cox and Snell R² = 0.036; -2 Log likelihood: 
860,360. Significant variables included: gender (0 = ff, -1 = female)  
sig = 0.000, Exp (B) = 0.549, Wald = 12,162; left-right orientation  
(0 = left, 10 = right) sig = 0.029, Exp (B) = 1.091, Wald = 4.773.  
At the p≤0.05 level, non-significant variables include: age, liberal- 
conservative, moderate-radical, mother's education, nature of settle-
ment and frequency of church attendance.

29  Interestingly, there is no significant relationship between left–right 
attitudes and the planned number of children at the p≤0.05 level.

30  R2 = 0.020 for church attendance, R2 = 0.032 if inclusion on the  
liberal–conservative axis is included, and finally R2 = 0.043 for non- 
entry. For all three models, the F-test is significant.

31  Source: https://www.ksh.hu/epolc/2019/demo2019/html/grafikonok.
html.

32  Based on multivariate linear regression models, in which we included 
gender, age subgroup, education, political affiliation, financial situa-
tion, type of settlement and regions within Hungary as explanatory 
variables. Robustness of the models with different dependent varia-
bles: Abortion (r2 = 0.075), Homosexuality (r2 = 0.151), Tax evasion  
(r2 = 0.070), Bribery (r2 = 0.024), Using contacts to find job  
(r2 = 0.034), Using contacts to ‘take care of business’ (r2 = 0.021). 

33  The base value is the ‘severely deprived’ group, which is classified as 
those who do not have enough money for basic utility bills and food. 
None of our analyses found a significant divergence between this 
group and the ‘deprived’ group, which covers those who have 
enough money for these essentials, but cannot afford new clothes. 
Those who have money for food, essential utilities and clothing,  
but not for more expensive things (refrigerator, television, etc.) are 
referred to as being in a more stable situation. The more prosperous 
are those who can afford these more expensive things, but not, for 
instance, a car or a flat. The wealthiest are those who can afford any-
thing necessary for a good quality of life. Those in a stable position 
were 1.1 points more accepting of homosexuality (p<0.01), the more 
affluent by 1.2 points (p<0.01), and the rich by 1.4 points (p<0.01). In 
the same order, they were more hostile towards tax fraud by 0.9 
points (p<0.01), 1.3 points (p<0.01), and 0.9 points (p<0.05). The 
most affluent were also 0.7 points (p<0.05) more reluctant to bribe.

34  Testing the effect of the above sociodemographic and sociocultural 
variables of political interest in a regression model, it appears that, in 
order, gender, level of education, and place of residence (in Budapest 
or not) have the greatest influence on levels of political interest.  
R² = 0.058, F-test = 14.042, sig = 0.000.

35  We ran a linear regression model involving 9 ideological, political, and 
sociodemographic, sociocultural variables. The explanatory power of 
the model: R² = 0.119; F-test: 9.817, sig = 0.000. Significant explana-
tory variables were opposition-government supporter β = -0.175;  
liberal-conservative β = 0.127; left-right β = 0.107; moderate-radical  
β = -0.082; and mother’s education β = 0.093.

36  The last parliamentary election in Hungary took place on 8 April 2018.

37  The exact question was: There are different ways to get involved  
in politics. Have you done or would you do any of the following 
activities?

38  Moreover, in Hungary, with the introduction of the veszélyhelyzet or 
emergency legislation, the organisation of protest actions became a 
prohibited activity.

39  A linear regression model was run, R² = 0.135, N = 1097. In the  
analysis, the dependent variable was the trust index described above, 
while the explanatory variables included gender, age groups, level of 
education, political affiliation, wealth group, type of employment and 
frequency of church attendance. The effect of higher education is 
0.17 points (p <0.05), the effect of supporting the governing party  
is 0.37 points (p <0.01). Among those with a permanent contract,  
the effect among full-time employees was 0.295 points (p <0.05); 
while part-time employees have a level of trust 0.245 points (p <0.01) 
higher than the unemployed. The effect of wealth group was 0.22-
0.35 points (p <0.01 or p <0.05). The effect among those who rarely 
went to church was 0.2 points, and among those who regularly went 
to church was 0.3 points (p <0.01).

40  In contrast to the Hungarian Youth Research study, in the study cited, 
respondents were not asked to name problems for the future. Instead, 
the question asked was: ‘Which of these three do you consider the 
biggest problems in Hungary?’ Most of the problems listed over-
lapped, but the problem lists in the two studies are not the same.  
Due to methodological differences, the above comparison may not  
be perfect, but the main points of similarity and difference are clearly 
outlined.

41  Manifestations of this include the Fridays for Future climate demon-
strations held in Hungary. In addition, the demonstrations against the 
establishment of a private foundation managing the University of 
Theatre and Film Arts and the actions of Free SZFE successfully mobi-
lized large numbers of predominantly young people in the late 2010s.

42  In the research cited above, support for universal basic income was 
measured using the following question: ‘Supporters of universal basic 
income say the state should provide everyone with the minimum  
necessary to live on. Opponents of basic income say it is not the job  
of the state to provide the minimum necessary for everyone to live on, 
as individuals are ultimately responsible for making their own living. 
Which statement do you agree with?’

43  The geometric mean of the scale from 1 to 10 is 5.5 points. Thus, 
young Czechs are more to the right, while young Hungarians and  
Slovaks are very close to the mean, just a hair’s breadth to the left.

44  The introduction of ethnonationalist nativism in Hungary can be 
linked to Fidesz, as the emphasis on the cultural difference of refugees 
and on the Muslim religion played a major role in the anti-immigra-
tion campaign. At the same time, during the 2004 referendum 
against dual citizenship, nativist messages were also emphasized 
among those who opposed the naturalization of Hungarians across 
the border, although the literature tends to refer to this as welfare 
protectionism (see Kovács 2006).
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This publication is a part of the FES International Youth 

Studies. Starting in 2009 FES has conducted numerous 

Youth Studies around the globe. Since 2018, Youth Stud-

ies focus specifically on Southern Eastern Europe, Rus-

sia, Central Asia, Eastern Central Europe and the Baltic 

States. Further studies are being planned for the Middle 

East and Northern Africa as well as in individual coun-

tries around the globe. The International Youth Studies 

are a flagship project of the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung in its 

endeavor to research, shape and strengthen the Democ-

racy of the Future. It strives to contribute to the European 

discourse on how young generations see the development 

of their societies as well as their personal future in a time 

of national and global transformation. The representative 

studies combine qualitative and quantitative elements of 

research in close partnership with the regional teams aim-

ing a high standard in research and a sensitive handling of 

juvenile attitudes and expectations.

A dedicated Advisory Board (Dr Miran Lavrič, Univ.-Prof. 

Dr. Marius Harring, Daniela Lamby, András Bíró-Nagy and 

Dr Mārtiņš Kaprāns) supports the methodological and 

conceptual design of the Youth Studies. The Board con-

sists of permanent and associated members and provides 

essential expertise for the overall project.

ABoUT THIS STUDY

The data that form the basis of this publication were col-

lected in the course of online individual in-depth interviews 

(n = 10 à 60 minutes in average) with young people aged 

14–29 years. Various questioning techniques and methods 

were used in the interviews to specifically address the psy-

chological consequences of Covid-19 for young people.  

The online interviews were conducted by experienced 

moderators from the polling agency and research institute 

Ipsos and local partners. Ipsos Germany, Janine Freuden-

berg and Laura Wolfs, coordinated the study both in terms 

of content and organisation.
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